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sure and is heated as it passes through a porous radiant energy re-

ceiver mounted in the enclosure. The porous energy receiver consists

of sheets of blackened expanded metal.

A hardware model of the experimental collector was constructed to

allow comparison of this design with a typical flat-plate air-heating

collector. Testing demonstrated that the experimental collector was

approximately twice as efficient as the standard flat-plate collector.

This performance differential was largely due to manipulation of air-

flow paths within the enclosure of the experimental collector.

A mathematical model of the experimental collector was developed

and correlated to the hardware model. This hardware-software correla-

tion provided insight into the radiant energy and airflow distributions
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housing designs and architectural styles and is simple to construct.
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AN OPTIMAL DESIGN METHOD FOR AN
AIR-HEATING SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTOR

INTRODUCTION

Widespread utilization of solar energy for space heating is

restricted by the expense and complexity of typical solar home

heating systems. The cost of collector components alone can easily

exceed $2500; the cost of ducting or piping and of energy storage

components may equal or exceed this figure. In addition, most

commercial systems require professional installation, further

increasing their cost. The need for a low cost solar energy collector

is apparent. The device should also be uncomplicated, allowing

installation by a typical carpenter or homeowner.

Potential buyers may find a high-technology solar heating system

intimidating. Its complexity implies a need for special maintenance

skills. Failure of relatively new, and possibly unproven materials

and/or assembly techniques could degrade the performance of the system.

The long term cost of replacement of failed or weather-damaged components

could be quite high. The future availability of some materials could

also be cause for concern.

Because manufactured components are generally marketed in modular

form, dwellings must be designed to fit the components, rather than

vice-versa. Builders may be unable to make necessary design compromises,

preferring to eliminate solar heating in favor of another more readily

adaptable method. The retrofitting of such manufactured components to

an existing dwelling may be extremely difficult as design changes to

an existing dwelling can be quite difficult to implement.
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A useful collector design should be:

1) inexpensive
2) efficient
3) assembled on-site using readily available materials

and simple construction techniques
4) free of maintenance
5) compatible with a wide variety of typical dwelling

designs and architectural styles

This thesis describes the design, construction, testing, and

mathematical simulation of such a collector. The design is a refine-

ment of one first proposed by Donovan & Blissl in the 1950's. The

intent of the present work was to produce a collector which meets

the five requirements for useful collector design and to demonstrate

that effective utilization of solar energy can be obtained through

simple means without the need for a high degree of technological

complexity.
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II. COLLECTOR DESIGN

A. Criteria for Successful Operation

The construction of a solar energy collection device is extremely

simple. The energy receiver is mounted in an enclosure which is

translucent to sunlight and which allows the circulation of fluid over

the receiver. Solar radiation warms the receiver which, in turn, warms

the circulating fluid. This fluid then posesses thermal energy which

may be utilized for space heating.

This deceptively simple process requires careful optimization to

enable successful extraction of useful energy from the collection device.

In addition to.transferring energy to the circulated fluid, the heated

receiver loses energy to its surroundings by radiation and convection

to and conduction through the walls of its enclosure. The design of

the device must minimize all forms of receiver energy loss to the

surrounding environment and maximize energy transfer to the working

fluid. The device must also be simple to construct, inexpensive, and

free of maintenance.

The initial phase of solar energy collection results from the

temperature dependence of the spectrum of radiated energy. The wavelength

and intensity of energy radiatiOg from an object is inversely proportional

to the fourth or fifth power of its temperature. The temperature of a

typical solar energy receiver is well below the 10,000 R temperature of

the sun. Thus, the characteristics of radiant energy absorbed by the

receiver are significantly different from the characteristics of radiant

energy emitted by the receiver. Because the radiant energies absorbed

and emitted by the receiver are of such differing nature, its net energy
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input can be maximized by any means which will enhance transmissibility

of solar energy but restrict re-radiation of energy from the receiver

to its surroundings.

Glass and clear plastic are translucent to solar radiation but

opaque to the infrared radiation characteristic of a receiver having

a temperature much lower than that of the sun. Thus, the translucent

wall of the enclosure, the collector cover glazing, traps solar energy

by allowing passage of incoming sunlight but blocking re-emitted

infrared radiation. Little of this blocked infrared radiation is

reflected back to the receiver, however, most is absorbed by the

glazing. Losses to the surroundings can still occur via convection from

the outer glazing surface.

Maximizing energy input to the receiver requires that the trans-

missivity of the cover glazing be as large as possible. Transmissivity

is greatest when the amount of glazing material between radiant source

and receiver is minimized. Ideally, only one extremely thin sheet of

translucent material should be used. Unfortunately, as the glazing

thickness is reduced, its conductive resistance to heat flow is also

reduced and heat convected from the receiver to the glazing may be more

readily lost to the surroundings. Additional losses from heated fluid

to the glazing may also occur. The radiant transmissivity and conductive

resistance functions of the glazing are clearly in opposition.

If convection from receiver to glazing can be suppressed, and if

warmed fluid can be isolated from the glazing, the necessity for the

glazing to provide conductive resistance will decrease, allowing maxi-

mization of its transmissivity properties. If the relatively cool fluid

at the enclosure inlet is introduced in the proximity of the glazing
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and flows in a path from the glazing to the receiver, convective flow

from receiver to glazing can be eliminated. In addition, the losses

from the cooler inlet fluid to the glazing will be much less than would

those from heated fluid which has been exposed to the receiver. It is

conceivable that the inlet fluid could recover some energy which was

re-radiated by the receiver and absorbed by the glazing.

Convective losses to the remaining walls of the enclosure are of

lesser significance than such losses to the glazing since no transmissi-

bility is required of these walls and their conductive resistance

increases are constrained largely by economic considerations. Also, the

glazing is more directly exposed to the major sink for thermal losses,

the atmosphere.

Conduction losses from the heated receiver to the walls of the

enclosure are dependent on the nature of contact between receiver and

walls. Maintenance of air gaps between receiver and walls and minimi-

zation of the number of receiver support points can virtually eliminate

this type of loss.

Radiative losses from the receiver can be further reduced by

arranging receiver surface geometry so that portions of the receiver

surface can exchange radiation with other portions of the receiver, as

well as with the cover glazing. A reduction of energy re-radiation to the

cover glazing can result in a corresponding increase of energy available

for transport of the circulating fluid.

All energy flow from the receiver to the atmospheric sink is

governed by the temperature of the receiver. Since collector energy

losses are proportional to receiver temperature, the transfer of radiant

energy to circulated fluid should occur via a receiver having the lowest
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possible temperature. For this to occur, the flow path of the circula-

ting fluid should be controlled so that relatively cool inlet fluid is

exposed to a maximum surface area of the heated receiver. Once heated,

the fluid should be removed from the proximity of the receiver. This

ideal flow regime would result in the largest mean temperature differ-

ence between receiver and circulating fluid. Significant energy

extraction from a low temperature receiver could be realized without

the necessity for high receiver temperatures which are accompanied by

correspondingly high thermal energy losses.

Breaking the receiver into a collection of small surfaces

inhibits boundary layer development and increases the mean convective

energy transfer coefficient for the receiver surface-cooling fluid

interface. The local surface convective energy transfer coefficient

decreases in magnitude as laminar boundary layer development proceeds

from the surface leading edge. Because the extent of boundary

layer development on a surface is related to the length of that

surface, reducing the length of a surface also reduces boundary layer

development on the surface and increases the magnitude of the mean

convective energy transfer coefficient for the surface.

In addition, inducing turbulence within this boundary layer,

possibly by roughening the receiver surface, can enhance energy

transfer from receiver to cooling fluid. Turbulence promotes mixing

of fluid within the boundary layer such that fluid flow normal to

the surface becomes a significant component of the mechanism for energy

transfer across the boundary layer.
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B. Implementation of Design Goals

At this point, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1) The ideal collector should receive solar radiation through as

little glazing material as possible. 2) The receiver should be

permeable, allowing internal circulation of fluid, so that flow

manipulation within the enclosure can maximize the mean temperature

difference between circulating fluid and receiver and enable

thermal stratification within the enclosure to isolate heated

fluid from the region of greatest potential losses, the cover

glazing. 3) The porous receiver should posess sufficient voidage

to allow fluid circulation without significant pumping losses but also

be of sufficient optical density to enable interception of all

incident solar radiation. 4) Some portions of the receiver should

exchange radiation with other portions of the receiver as well as

with the glazing and atmospheric sink; arranging the receiver surface

geometry in this fashion "traps" incident solar radiation by reducing

radiant energy transfer from the receiver to the atmospheric sink.

5) The receiver should consist of many small surfaces to minimize

boundary layer growth in the circulating fluid. 6) Mounting

contact between receiver and enclosure walls should be minimal.

Additional considerations include construction simplicity, low

material cost, and absence of maintenance requirements.

A simply-constructed porous receiver, which fulfills the stated

design criteria, consists of stacked sheets of blackened expanded

metal. The large voidage fraction of typical expanded metal sheets
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results in negligible fluid flow resistance. Fluid flow paths

within the collector enclosure would be determined by the configu-

ration of the enclosure and would not be affected significantly by

the presence of the metal sheets. The optical density of the receiver

can be increased, if necessary, by a specularly-reflective backing

surface which causes radiation passing through the receiver to

be reflected back into the receiver, increasing its total energy

absorption. Additionally, the reflective backing surface acts as

insulation and reduces energy loss through the back wall of the

enclosure. Each receiver sheet can exchange infrared radiation

with all others, as well as with the cover glazing. Infrared radia-

tion exchange between receiver sheets (except for the sheet nearest

the glazing) and glazing is partially blocked by other sheets.

Little significant boundary layer growth can occur in the fluid which

flows across the surfaces of the expanded metal sheets, resulting

in relatively large convective energy transfer coefficients for the

receiver surfaces.

Circulating air through the enclosure will reduce the costs of

materials; the amount of maintenance, and the complexity of construction.

The corrosion, freezing, and leakage problems which accompany the

presence of liquid in the collection device can be eliminated. No

network of tubing or other channels need to be fabricated and attached

to the receiver. Fluid flow manipulation and receiver surface geometry

considerations are much simpler to implement when gas rather than

liquid is used as the energy transfer medium.



To further simplify installation, the side walls of the collector

enclosure can be the exterior wall studs or roof truss members of the

building to be supplied with warmed air. The glazing becomes the

exterior building surface, the expanded metal is mounted to blocks

affixed to the studs or trusses, and the backing plate, plywood or

sheetrock, covered with foil or mylar, is the interior wall surface.

Such an arrangement, illustrated in Figures 1 and 3, is easily inte-

grated into the design of the building and adds relatively little

to the cost of the building since it functions as an energy collector

and as an exterior surface (wall or roof).

Porous
Receiver

Glazing

FIGURE I. Collector Component Pictorial

Building
Structural Member

9
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Unfortunately, the wall construction necessary for installation

of the collector provides little impedance to energy transfer from

within the heated building. Considerable energy loss from the building

could occur during the nighttime when solar insolation ceases. If

the collector is mounted in vertical walls which bound heated

rooms, some form of insulation must be provided to prevent nocturnal

energy loss through the enclosure from the heated space. Figure

2 shows a possible means for providing insulation at night

while enhancing collector performance during the day.

Night Position

Collector
Enclosure
in Dwelling
Wall

Incident
Sunlight

Reflective
Surface

Day Position

Hinged Insulating Lid

Figure 2. Insulating Collector Cover
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A hinged insulating lid is raised to cover the collector at night.

Insulation within the lid and the reflecting surface adjacent to the

collector reduce nocturnal heat loss from the heated space. When lowered

during the day, the lid becomes a reflector and increases the input of

radiant energy to the collector.

The distribution of incident energy to each of the plates can

be affected by plate spacing and by the void patterns of each plate.

Ideally, energy would be distributed to each expanded metal sheet in

proportion to the number of other sheets which separate it from the

glazing. This would be consistent with the design criterion which

requires isolation of highest temperatures from the glazing. Such an

energy distribution would also ensure that the air will encounter energy

sources of increasing temperature as it passes through the receiver

sheets and is heated.

Glazing

J-

Air Inlet Inlet Plenum (Cool Air)

N:fiecting
Surface Outlet Planum (Warm Air)

Expanded Metal

Air Outlet

Backing Surface

Figure 3. Side View of Collector
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C. Airflow Within the Enclosure

Constructed as shown in Figures 1 and 3, the collector enclosure

is extremely long and shallow. The possible need for airflow manipulation

within the enclosure is illustrated by airflow streamlines generated

from the enclosure streamfunction and sketched in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. Side View of Enclosure Streamlines, Ideal Case

The solid lines drawn in the enclosure are streamlines, broken lines

represent the planes of the expanded metal receiver sheets. No mass-

flow crosses a streamline. Any two streamlines bound an insulated

duct, hereafter referred to as a streamtube. The inherent assumption

of potential flow within the collector is a reasonable one since

compressibility effects are small for typical airflow velocities and

buoyant effects are negligible in comparison to forced flow effects.

Except at the ends of the enclosure, little flow normal to the

metal sheets is present within the enclosure. Large areas of the

receiver are cooled by small massflows of air and only a small portion

of the receiver is directly cooled by the low temperature inlet air.
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High receiver sheet temperatures can result despite the excellent

convective energy transfer properties of the receiver surfaces. The

magnitude of convective energy transfer may be limited by the distri-

bution of cooling air massflow within the enclosure rather than by

receiver surface boundary layer effects.

If airflow is drawn from intermediate locations along the back

surface of the enclosure, a different streamtube arrangement, shown

in Figure 5, can result.

FIGURE 5. Side View of Enclosure Streamtubes,

Intermediate Exits In Use

The metal sheets are enclosed by shorter streamtubes and more receiver

area is cooled directly by inlet airflow. Lower and more uniform

receiver temperatures can result from this arrangement. Temperature

dependent energy losses to the collector surroundings can be reduced.

Such flow manipulation may be attained through external or internal

manifolding as illustrated in Figure 6.
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External Manifolding

46.1. -

Internal Manifolding

Figure 6. Intermediate Airflow Exits
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Blackened expanded metal sheets were mounted in an easel-like

enclosure, sketched in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7. Test Enclosure Pictorial
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This arrangement allows the orientation of the collector to be

altered to compensate for seasonal changes in solar declination and

for hourly changes in solar orientation with respect to the meridian

coincident with the collector location.

Two enclosures are included in the easel; a standard flat plate

collector is mounted in one enclosure and the experimental collector is

mounted in the other. Both collectors are subject to identical radiant

energy inputs, airflows, and ambient conditions. As the experimental

collector configuration is modified, changes in its performance may be

compared to the performance of the standard collector.

Additional construction details are shown in Figure 8.

Wood Strip

Aluminum Plate

Filon Glazing

Air Inlet Air Outlet

Flat Plate Collector

Wood Strip

Air Inlet Filon Glazing

Blackened_Euanded.MeM1 Sbeei__

Air Outlet

Experimental Collector

Figure 8. Collector Construction, Side View
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The cover glazing is a clear fiberglas material (FilonR). It

is easily worked, resistant to impact damage, and inexpensive. In

addition, its optical characteristics (visible light transmissivility

and infrared opaqueness) are superior to those of glass. Fiberglas

can deteriorate when subjected to high temperatures but the glazing

is isolated from all significant heat sources during normal operation.

The reflective backing if MylarR film which provides excellent

reflectivity and resists the effects of heat. Aluminum foil could

also be used as a reflective backing.

A centrifugal fan supplied air to the collectors. The mass

flowrate to each collector was measured with the aid of orifice plate

flowmeters mounted in plastic tubes which projected from the fan housing.

The orifice diameter is 2.563 inches, half of the 5.125 inch inside

diameter of the plastic tube. Ducts formed of plastic sheeting connected

the flowmeter tubes to the collector inlets.

Copper-constantan thermocouples were soldered to the receiver

sheets to enable measurement of local plate temperatures. Located as

shown in Figure 9, the thermocouples provided necessary temperature

resolution without excessive instrumentation complexity. Note that

thermocouples are mounted in only half of the porous receiver sheets.

Temperature readings corresponding to the inlet and outlet halves of

the receiver sheets were obtained by rotating the sheets 180 degrees

about an axis normal to the glazing surface such that the thermocouples

could measure the temperatures of both upstream (inlet) and downstream

(outlet) receiver sheet halves.
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36" -H 12" I-0

Aluminum Flat Plate

022 5 8 12 17 24 48

022 5

111

4-inch Mesh Expanded Metal Sheet

17 48

1/2 and 3/4-inch Mesh Expanded Metal Sheets

Figure 9. Locations of Receiver Thermocouples

Bulk air temperature measurements were made using thermocouplcs

placed in various positions throughout the air duct system. Thermo-

couples installed at collector airflow inlets and outlets enabled

calculation of the thermal energy changes of the airstreams passing

through the two collectors. Comparison of the efficiencies of the

two collectors was based upon the inlet and outlet temperature values.

During one phase of testing, thermocouples were affixed to the

inner surfaces of the glazing of both collectors. The positions of

these therinocouples are shown in Figure 10.

-11.1 12" Fds----26"---1+10-- 26" --11.1-w,- 26" -f 6 "1-016.

Figure 10. Locations of Near-Glazing Thermocouples
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This allows measurement of the temperatures of the air in the

immediate proximity of the glazing surfaces of the two collector

enclosures. Such measurement contributed to study of collector

efficiency since energy losses from a receiver through collector

glazing can be related to the temperatures of air near the inner

surface of the collector glazing.

The pressure drop across the collectors was so small that accurate

measurement of it was impossible. For this reason, no airflow power

consumption calculations could be made.
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IV. COLLECTOR TESTING OBSERVATIONS

A. Efficiency Testing Summary

Information describing several collector efficiency tests is

presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Collector Efficiency Testing

Test Number
1 2 3 4 5

Date

Solar Incidence
Angle, Degrees
from Collector
Normal 34.2 43.4 15.2 12.0 31.2

Solar Intensity
on Horizontal
Surface
BTU/hr-ft

2
65.2 179.0 302.5 258.0 253.8

Solar Intensity
on Collector
Surface
BTU/hr-ft

2
224.6 193.0 292.0 274.0 261.0

Ambient (Inlet)
Air Temperature
of 53.7 74.0 79.6 78.0 87.0

Flat Plate
Collector
Performance

Temperature
Rise, OF

Efficiency, %

11.1

35.0

9.0

34.8

13.0

31.0

12.8

32.6

14.8

39.6

Experimental
Collector
Performance

Temperature
Rise, OF

Efficiency, %

24.1

76.0

22.0

85.0

33.3

79.5

33.3

84.7

32.0

85.6

Receiver Sheet
Mesh Width, in.

Top

Middle

Bottom

3/4

3/4

1/2

3/4

1/2

1/2

3/4

1/2

1/4

1/2

1/4

1/2

1/4
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These tests relate energy incident on the experimental and flat plate

collectors to the energy change of the airstreams flowing through the

two collectors. The data gathering apparatus was described in the

previous chapter. A detailed description of the process used to ob-

tain collector efficiency figures from the data is presented in appen-

dix III.

B. Brief Description of Efficiency Tests

Test #1 was performed in December of 1978, approximately one

week before the sun had reached its winter solstice. The porous

receiver consisted of three parallel sheets of expanded metal, each

separated from adjacent parallel sheets by one half inch. The top

sheet, nearest the glazing, and the middle sheet, were of 3/4-inch

mesh expanded metal; the bottom sheet was of 1/2-inch mesh expanded

metal.

The three sheet receiver used in Test #2 was similar to that

previously tested except that the middle sheet was of 1/2-inch mesh ex-

panded metal rather than 3/4-inch mesh expanded metal.

A 1/4-inch mesh sheet of expanded metal was substituted for the

bottom 1/2-inch mesh sheet prior to Test #3.

The top sheet of the receiver used in Test #3 was removed and

the resulting two-sheet receiver was tested in Test #4. No decrease

in energy collection efficiency resulted from the removal of the top

sheet. The presence of excess receiver material in the three sheet

absorber is indicated by the results of this test.
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In all tests, the experimental collector was approximately twice

as efficient as was the flat plate collector. This efficiency differ-

ential was relatively unaffected by changes in the mesh sheet configura-

tion of the experimental receiver. Collector performance was probably

affected to a greater extent by ambient test conditions than by re-

ceiver configuration. Observed performance variations could also be

attributed to data scatter caused by the uncertainty in measurements

of air temperatures and pressures and of the intensity of incident

solar radiation.

The scope of the testing program was somewhat limited by scar-

cities of time, materials, and ambient conditions suitable for the

performance of tests. Further testing may establish the optimal

sheet mesh pattern-total receiver area combination which can provide

the observed level of energy collection efficiency and minimize re-

ceiver weight and cost.

Test #5 was a brief investigation of the nature of thermal losses

thru the back of the flat plate collector and of the effectiveness of

foil in impeding these losses. The experimental receiver configuration

was unchanged from Test #4. Aluminum foil was loosely attached to the

inside surface of the back of the flat plate collector. Contact be-

tween foil and enclosure was minimal; the foil was partially isolated

from the enclosure back by an air gap which provided some insulation

between the foil and the enclosure back surface. The foil also re-

flected infrared energy emitted by the flat plate receiver, preventing

it from reaching the enclosure back surface. This foil increased the

efficiency of the flat plate collector from the 32.6% value observed

in Test #4 to 39.6%, demonstrating its effectiveness in impeding
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thermal losses from the receiver. The reflective mylar mounted on the

inner back surface of the experimental enclosure probably reduced energy

transfer with similar effectiveness.

C. Receiver Sheet Temperatures

Thermocouples soldered to the receiver sheets yielded insight into

the function of the receivers and allowed correlation between collector

hardware and mathematical software. The receiver sheet temperature pro-

files are composites of data corresponding to two receiver sheet orien-

tations. The composite profiles included upstream and downstream half-

sheet temperature data, measured under similar conditions of solar in-

tensity and solar orientation, which exhibited nearly identical mid-

sheet temperatures. Adherence to such data selection temperature pro-

files resulted in reasonably accurate full-length receiver sheet tem-

perature profiles, even though the upstream and downstream half-sheet

temperature data were recorded at different times. Temperature data

was obtained from tests described in Table 2.

Test #6 was the source of downstream receiver sheet temperature

data for the three-sheet receiver configuration examined in Test #3.

Test #7 provided the upstream receiver sheet temperature data for the

same absorber configuration. The measurements were taken at approxi-

mately the same time of day but on days separated by approximately one

week. The composite temperature profiles are shown in Figure 11.

This figure also includes the temperature profile for the flat plate

receiver; these temperatures were measured during the performance of

test #6.
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Table 2. Porous Receiver Temperature Tests

Test Number

6 7

Date & Time 5/21/79 1:45 PDT 5/30/79 1:40 PDT

Solar Incidence
Angle, Degrees
from Collector
Normal 14.0 15.3

Solar Intensity
on Horizontal
Surface
BTU/hr-ft

2 279.0 283.0

Solar Intensity
on Collector
Surface
BTU/hr-ft

2 301.4 299.8

Mid-Sheet
Temperatures, °F

Top 131.4 128.0

Middle 133.0 131.0

Bottom 117.0 117.0

Receiver Sheet
Mesh Width, in.

Top 3/4 3/4

Middle 1/2 1/2

Bottom 1/4 1/4
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D. Flat-Plate Receiver Temp Profile

The receiver in the flat plate collector is cooled by air flowing

in a duct on the shaded side of the plate. A given quantity of air is

heated by the plate throughout the residence period of the air in the

duct. Downstream portions of the receiver are cooled by air previously

subjected to convective heating by the receiver. As the temperature

of the air in the duct increases, energy transfer to it from downstream

regions of the receiver occurs less freely. Some energy can be

transferred to cooler upstream receiver regions through longitudinal

conduction within the plate.

Increasing the temperature of the air in the duct causes the

temperature of downstream portions of the receiver to increase to

maintain energy transfer from the receiver to the heated air, since

convective energy transfer is proportional to the temperature difference

between receiver and cooling air. The resulting receiver temperature

variation in the direction of airflow gives rise to longitudinal thermal

gradients within the receiver. Longitudinal energy conduction through

the receiver is proportional to these thermal gradients.

qcond (x) kIRIL

A simple energy balance on an element of the receiver, subject to

uniform radiative heating, convective cooling, and longitudinal

conduction is based on the model shown in Figure 12.
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gcond(x)

grad

gconv

Figure 12. Receiver Energy Balance

qcond(x+Ax)

The energy transfer components include:

gcond(x)
k

dx
dT(x+Ax)

4cond\A "A dx

gconv(x) = h (T(x)
Tair(x))

The resulting energy balance equation is:

gconv(x) gcond(x+Ax) gcond(x) + grad

If T(x) -Tair(x) is a positive quantity and grad is uniform and not a

function of x, 0 cond(x+Lx) must exceed gcond(x). Thermal gradients must
-

increase in the direction of airflow. Thus, the longitudinal temperature

profile of the flat plate absorber is monotonically increasing and the

profile slope also increases in the direction of airflow. The typical

profile shown in Figure 11 does exhibit this behavior.
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E. Porous Receiver Sheet Temperature Profile

The porous receiver sheets are mounted in the enclosure midway

between the glazing and the backing surface and parallel to the direction

of airflow. Inlet airflow enters the space between receiver and glazing,

flows through the porous receiver sheets, and is exhausted from the

enclosure through the outlet at the downstream end of the passage

between the receiver and the enclosure backing. Airflow paths through

the absorber are such that the warmed air need not maintain contact

with the receiver throughout the residence period of the air in the

enclosure. Since the region between receiver and glazing is occupied

by air which is relatively cool by comparison to receiver temperatures,

downstream portions of the receiver can be cooled by air not previously

subjected to convective heating by the receiver. One of the reasons

for the difference in temperature between downstream regions of the flat

plate and porous receivers is the difference in distribution between the

airflows which cool the two receivers.

The porous receiver sheet temperature profiles are similar to that

of the flat plate absorber except for the sharp decrease in temperature

at the downstream end of the porous receiver. This temperature decrease

results from the cooling of this portion of the receiver by relatively

cool air from the space between absorber and glazing. The high local

temperature of the bottom sheet near the inlet is probably due to local

heating of this sheet by air previously heated by the top two sheets

and/or to the absence of significant cooling airflow through this

portion of the bottom sheet.
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F. Non-Ideal Enclosure Airflow

Air within the enclosure is subject to potential flow between a

source and a sink located at opposite corners of the rectangular

enclosure. Such airflow is depicted in Figure 4, repeated here for

reference purposes.

Figure 4. Side View of Enclosure Streamlines, Ideal Case

The gradual curvature of receiver temperature profiles at the

inlet end of the receiver illustrates the non-ideal nature of airflow

in the inlet region of the collector enclosure. Concentrated cooling

air massflows at the ends of the enclosure should lead to sharp downward

curvature of receiver temperature profiles at the ends of the receiver.

The curvature of receiver sheet temperature profiles, shown in Figure 11,

is relatively constant except for the increase in curvature near the

outlet end of the enclosure.

Though the assumption of potential flow within the enclosure appears

to provide a reasonably accurate description of airflow in downstream

regions of the enclosure, it fails to properly account for airflow

behavior near the enclosure inlet. Airflow in this region of the
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enclosure does not follow the sharply curving path dictated by

potential flow considerations. Instead, the airflow separates from

the inlet end wall of the enclosure and is bounded by a free stream-

line, rather than by the enclosure backing surface. Figure 13

illustrates this non-ideal airflow behavior.

Glazing
f

Freestream Inlet
Conditions: High
Velocity, Low Pressure

Boundary

dery Layer

Enclosure
Free Airflow
Streamline Conditions:

Low Velocity,
High Pressure

Enclosure Backing Surface

Figure 13. Non-Ideal Enclosure Inlet Airflow

The separation is due to the adverse pressure gradient encountered

by inlet airflow. Freestream inlet airflow has sufficient velocity,

and therefore sufficient momentum, to enter the enclosure. However,

the formation of a boundary layer on the walls of the inlet passage slows

the inlet airflow near the wall, reducing its momentum and preventing

it from overcoming the adverse entrance pressure gradient. Because the

fluid within the inlet airflow boundary layer cannot enter the enclosure

and, therefore, cannot follow a path along the enclo:ure wall, the free-

stream inlet airflow separates from the enclosure wall.
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Non-ideal inlet region airflow behavior also affected airflow

in downstream portions of the enclosure. This was demonstrated during

study of the effect on receiver sheet temperature profiles of airflow

extraction through intermediate enclosure airflow outlets.

G. Airflow Manipulation Study

Initial examination of the collector design indicated that in-

sufficient airflow through the middle regions of the porous receiver

could limit energy transfer from the receiver, raising its temperature

and reducing collector efficiency. A possible means of modification

of airflow paths within the enclosure involved the use of intermediate

airflow outlets located in the back of the collector (see Figures 5

and 6). Two intermediate airflow outlets were located on the backing

surface of the collector, 2.333 feet and 5.666 feet from the inlet

end of the 8.0 foot long collector.

Airflow through these outlets was not readily obtainable due

to the extremely small air pressure gradient within the enclosure.

Wind stagnation pressure on the back collector surface generally

exceeded the air pressure within the enclosure and was sufficient to

prevent airflow exhaust through the outlets in the back collector

surface. These enclosure exits were connected to the inlet of a

small fan, allowing heated air to be drawn through them. Precautions

were taken to insure that inlet airflow rate remained constant

throughout testing, regardless of the outlet configuration. This

required verification that the inlet air flowmeter reading remained

constant as outlet configurations changed and that exhaust airflow

was maintained at all outlets.
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Receiver sheet temperature data was recorded after thermal equilib-

rium was established within the enclosure for the single-outlet flow

regime. The intermediate airflow exits were then opened and air was

drawn through them. Receiver sheet temperature data was then recorded

after thermal equilibrium was re-established within the enclosure for

the multi-outlet airflow regime. The cycle of flow regime alteration

and temperature data recording was repeated to assure consistent results.

Test data consisted of temperature data from bottom receiver

sheets. Though some variation of plate temperature was observed, the

shapes of typical temperature profiles remained unchanged regardless

of which of the two enclosure outlet configurations was used. The

testing demonstrated that changes to outlet configuration had no sig-

nificant effect on airflow distribution through the receiver since no

changes in temperature profile shape were observed.

The local receiver sheet temperature at any receiver location

is determined by the temperature and massflowrate of air at that loca-

tion. Changes in airflow distribution within the enclosure would alter

the absorber sheet temperature profiles. Test results demonstrate the

invariance of absorber sheet temperature profile shape despite changes

in outlet configuration and indicate that changes in enclosure airflow

exit configuration have no significant effect on the distribution of

airflow within the enclosure.

Separation of the airflow from the walls of the enclosure near

the inlet allows it to be distributed evenly throughout the receiver.

If ideal potential flow existed in the inlet region of the enclosure,

the airflow through the receiver would be localized at the inlet end

of the receiver and little airflow through downstream receiver regions
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would occur. Manipulation of airflow within the enclosure was intended

to force airflow from the space between receiver and glazing through

intermediate regions of the receiver. Such airflow manipulation was

unnecessary due to the non-ideal behavior of airflow near the enclosure

inlet which caused airflow through intermediate regions of the receiver

without external airflow manipulation.

Receiver
Temperature 'F

150-

125.

100

75

50-

25

Legend

Airflow through intermediate exits o

Airflow through end exit only A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Distance
From

Figure 14. Downstream Porous Receiver Inlet, Ft.
Temperatures, Intermediate
Airflow Exit Testing
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H. Thermal Loss Suppression

A relationship between receiver temperature and solar energy

collection efficiency is shown on Figure 15. The figure was obtained

from Leckie et a12 .

Collection
Efficiency,
Percent

30 80 130 180 230 280 Receiver-Ambient
Temperature
Difference, FFigure 15. Collector Efficiency Curve
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The temperature rise of air circulated through the porous receiver

was generally twice the magnitude of the temperature rise of air which

flowed along the flat plate receiver, indicating that the experimental

collector was approximately twice as efficient as the standard flat

plate collector. The difference between the receiver temperatures of

the two collectors (see Figure 11) was insufficient to account for such

a performance differential. An additional means of thermal loss sup-

pression was obviously present in the experimental design.

During collector operation, the glazing installed on the experi-

mental collector was cooler to the touch than was the glazing which

covered the flat plate collector. Thermocouples were affixed to the

interior surface of the glazing of the two collectors to en-

able observation of the effect of airflow within the enclosure on the

temperature of air near the interior surface of the glazing, hereafter

referred to as near-glazing air temperature.

No air was circulated through the collector enclosures as initial

thermocouple readings were taken. The receiver was cooled only by

free convection. The inlet fan was then activated and thermocouple

readings were repeated after sufficient time had elapsed to allow re-

storation of thermal equilibrium within the enclosures.

Temperature difference is the mechanism of energy transfer;

energy flows from a region of high temperature to a region of low

temperature. The rate of this energy flux is proportional to the mag-

nitude of the temperature difference which causes it. In addition,

the magnitude of energy flow between two regions is governed by the

nature of any existing resistance to energy transfer between the two

regions. A large resistance requires energy transfer to occur across
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a correspondingly large temperature difference; reducing the energy

transfer resistance to a negligible value allows energy transfer to

occur across a vanishingly small temperature difference.

Plots of receiver temperatures and near-glazing air temperatures,

for both collector designs, are shown on Figure 16. The receivers are

cooled exclusively by free convection, and the receiver thermal energy

removed by buoyancy-induced airflow is much less than that which would

be removed by forced airflow. Large receiver to glazing energy fluxes

are present within both enclosures.

For both collector configurations, the temperature differences

between receiver and near-glazing air temperatures are relatively

large, but that for the flat plate collector is largest. The flat

plate receiver is farther from the glazing than is the porous receiver

and probably exhibits a lower value of convective energy transfer coef-

ficient than does the porous receiver. These two factors increase con-

vective resistance to energy flux from receiver to glazing, causing the

temperature difference between receiver and near-glazing air to be

largest within the flat plate collector.

The resumption of forced airflow through the two collectors led to

temperatures shown in Figure 17. Because some receiver thermal energy

is transferred by forced convection to the enclosure airflow, the re-

ceiver and near-glazing air temperatures are reduced from the values

shown in Figure 16.

Most significant, however, are the temperature differences between

receivers and near-glazing air for the two collectors. Though the re-

duced efficiency of the flat-plate collector requires that more energy

pass through its glazing than through that of the experimental collector,
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the temperature difference between flat-plate receiver and near-glazing

air is much smaller than the temperature difference between the experi-

mental porous receiver sheets and near-glazing air.

The largest energy flux occurs across the smallest temperature dif-

ference and vice-versa. Therefore, the receiver to glazing energy

flux resistances of the two collectors must be unequal and the energy

flux resistance must be largest for the experimental collector, which

exhibits the largest receiver to near-glazing air temperature differ-

ence. This resistance to convective energy flux from receiver to

glazing results from the maintenance of airflow from the glazing to

the porous receiver. The introduction of inlet air into the space

between glazing and receiver displaces naturally-convected airflow

which can transfer energy from the receiver to the glazing.

Near-glazing air temperature data for the two operating collectors

is plotted in Figure 18. Note that the temperature of air near the

inner glazing surface of the experimental collector is substantially

below that near the inner glazing surface of the flat-plate collector.

The difference between the temperatures of air on opposite sides of

the glazing of the experimental collector is roughly one-half of the

difference between the temperatures of air on opposite sides of the

glazing of the flat-plate collector.

Of the thermal losses from a solar energy receiver to the atmos-

pheric sink, the major portion pass through the glazing because its

function is primarily to admit radiant energy to the enclosure rather

than to prevent the escape of thermal energy from the enclosure.

Energy is convected from the receiver to the glazing, then conducted

through the glazing and finally convected to the atmospheric sink.
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A temperature profile for such energy transfer is sketched

in Figure 19.

Glazing

L Tamb

Figure 19. Glazing Energy Transfer
Model

k is the thermal conductivity of the glazing, h is the glazing surface

convective coefficient and is assumed identical for both surfaces,

T is the temperature of the air adjacent to the internal glazing surface,

and Tamb is the ambient air temperature. A simple energy balance,

performed on the glazing, yields:

qc1 qcond qc2 qglazing
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The energy flux terms in this equation are:

qcl h(T-T1)

qc2 h(T2-Tamb)
T - T

q
cond

= k 1 2

L

Combining these four expressions leads to

hL (Ti-T2) T1 T

hL
(T

1
-1'

2
) - T

2
= T

amb

Adding these two equations,

2 (T1 -T2) + (T
1
-T

2
) = T - T

amb

Rearranging and substituting previous energy transfer expressions,

iazing
1

q (T-Tamb)g 2+Bi

Energy transfer through the glazing is proportional to the temperature

difference across from the glazing. For constant ambient temperature,

increased near-glazing temperature will correspond to increased energy

transfer through the glazing; reductions in thermal losses through

the glazing lead to reductions in near-glazing temperatures. Given

receivers in two identically constructed enclosures, the most

efficient collector will exhibit the lowest glazing temperature.

Testing has shown the experimental porous receiver collector to

be approximately twice as efficient as the standard flat plate collector.

One of the major reasons for the performance differential between the

two collectors is the suppression of natural convective energy losses,

to the atmospheric sink from the receiver, through the glazing.
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I. Collector Applicability to Passive Systems

Test results indicate the potential applicability of the experi-

mental porous receiver collector to passive space heating systems.

Downstream receiver temperatures measured under stagnation conditions

are plotted in Figure 20.

Though the receiver temperatures exceed those of a porous receiver

subjected to forced airflow, the temperature profile shape is charac-

teristic of the forced airflow distribution described earlier. Air-

flow which suppresses natural convection from receiver to glazing

apparently occurs in the absence of forced airflow. Previously pre-

sented glazing temperature data, taken during natural convective

cooling of the receivers showed the glazing temperature of the experi-

mental collector was substantially lower than that of the flat-plate

collector.

As temperature data pertaining to the enclosure and/or the re-

ceiver of the passively-operating collectors was recorded, the enclo-

sure was tilted approximately 50 degrees from vertical. Highest

efficiency would probably be realized with the enclosure oriented

vertically, reducing the magnitude of buoyancy-driven natural convec-

tion between receiver and glazing.
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V. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

A. Overview

The large number of design parameters (expanded metal sheet

pattern, sheet spacing, number of sheets used, enclosure dimensions,

airflow distribution, etc.) and the anticipated application of the

design to a wide variety of situations requires that a mathematical

model of the collector be developed and correlated to a hardware

model. The mathematical model can then be used to reduce or eliminate

subsequent trial-and-error collector design.

Modeling of the collector must describe three distinct thermal

processes which occur during its operation. Radiant energy input to

each expanded metal sheet, a function of the configuration of sheets

and enclosure, must be calculated. The distribution and velocity

field for airflow within the enclosure must be determined before

calculations regarding convective energy transfer can be performed.

Finally, the longitudinal temperature distribution within each ex-

panded metal receiver sheet must be calculated.

These receiver temperature distributions are the key to the

design process. Since collector thermal efficiency is related to

receiver temperature, the optimal configuration of receiver and en-

closure will convert a specified radiant energy input to fluid internal

energy at a minimum receiver temperature, allowing maximum efficiency.

The model does not include energy losses to the atmospheric sink but

does describe the source of these losses in sufficient detail to

allow their minimization.
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B. Incident Energy Distribution

Some geometric simplification of the expanded metal sheets must

be performed before determination of radiant energy input distribution

can proceed. To describe the void pattern of an expanded metal sheet

would require an extremely complicated mathematical function. The

geometric simplification involves the replacement of the complex mesh

pattern by a series of parallel strips. Related mesh and strip dimen-

sions are shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Related Mesh and Strip Dimensions

The complex receiver region can now be simplified to stacked layers

of parallel strips, shown in Figure 22. Each layer may consist of

strips spaced differently than are the strips in other layers.
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Figure 22. Simplified Receiver Energy Input Model

The specularly reflective backing surface of the enclosure is

accounted for by the inclusion of an image of the receiver region,

located and oriented as shown in Figure 23. This image corresponds

to the first reflection of the receiver region.

---

Receiver

Image

Reflection4Flane

Figure 23. Side View of Model Showing First. Reflection
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This procedure establishes the receiver model geometry. Once

the orientation of incident beam radiation is specified with respect

to the receiver normal, paths of rays of this incident radiation can

be traced through the layers of parallel strips and the radiant energy

distribution to each sheet can be determined. The diffuse component of

incident radiation is neglected to simplify calculation.

Calculation nomenclature is illustrated in Figure 24.

Positive
Offset -11P+ *11.

Negative -0--
Offset

Reference4
Datum

Receiver!
Normal 14.11SPACING1

OID
3 Reflection

4""SPAOTTG Receiver12!"

bis

Plane

Image

Figure 24. Energy Distribution Calculation Nomenclature

Rays are emitted, at the angle 9, from locations NAR, N = 1, 2, 3,...

in the open portion of the top strip layer. The ray position with

respect to the ith strip layer is calculated using the relation

x. = NAR + - 1) 0 tan 9

Then, given the spacing and offset of the ith strip layer, the presence

of void or receiver material may be determined.
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M - 1
x
1

- OFFSET.
=

SPACINGi

M is the interval of ray incidence on sheet i. The calculation of

energy distribution to the various receiver sheets is based upon

the following inequality:

xi < (M - 1) x SPACING. + OFFSET. + VOID FRACTION. x SPACING.

If this inequality is valid, the ray passes through sheet i and the

calculation is repeated for the next strip layer. If it is invalid,

COUNTER. is incremented and a ray is emitted from (N + 1)AR source

position. When NAR reaches the end of the open region in the top

strip layer, the reference datum is moved, offsets are recalculated,

COUNTERi is indexed, and the calculation proceeds as before. Ray

tracing continues until rays have traversed a distance across the

receiver region which corresponds to the least common multiple of

the strip spacings of the i sheets. The fractions of the number of

emitted rays on each COUNTERi are the relative energy distributions

to each sheet.

To simplify calculation, the energy distribution is assumed

independent of receiver sheet optical properties; the total energy

input is adjusted to account for these surface properties. Further,

radiation exchange among plates is neglected for modeling purposes

since its magnitude is small in comparison with the intensity of

incident radiation. Radiation intensity is assumed undiminished by

specular reflection from the backing plate.
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C. Airflow Modeling

The airflow distribution and velocity field calculations are

based upon the potential flow which occurs between a source and a sink

placed in opposite corners of a rectangular enclosure. The model is

two-dimensional; flowfield variation normal to the plane sketched in

Figure 4 is neglected. For the two-dimensional velocity field within

such an enclosure, a streamfunction, S(x,y), is defined such that:

S3

3(x'.Y)

u(x,y) and - S(x'.Y) v(x,Y)

The horizontal and vertical components of local airflow velocities

within the enclosure are u(x,y) and v(x,y) respectively. The airflow

is assumed to be irrotational, so local airflow velocities can be

related,
3v(x,y) 3u(x,y) _

ax 3y
0

Therefore,

a2 S(x,y) + 3
2
S(x,y)

3x
2

&y
2

In finite difference form,

Si_1,i - 2S1. . + S1. .

,3 +1,3 + ,

S1.
J -1

- 2Si,i + Si,j_i

Ax
2

Ay
2

0

Grid positions are defined by i (horizontal) and j (vertical) subscripts.

The numerical solution is straightforward, once boundary conditions

are specified. A finite grid of streamfunction values results. Lines

which joint grid points having identical streamfunction values define

streamlines. No flow occurs across streamlines as they are, by defini-

tion, tangent to the direction of airflow at all points within the flow-

field. Any two adjacent streamlines bound a streamtube and enclose a

volumetric flow proportional to the difference of their streamfunction
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values. Any two adjacent streamlines bound a streamtube

and enclose a volumetric flow proportional to the difference of their

streamfunction values. If these streamfunction values are incremented

uniformly, the volumetric flow within all streamtubes is uniform. For

incompressible flow, streamtube massflows are also identical. The

streamtubes, obtained from the potential flow solution for airflow

within the collector enclosure, comprise a set of insulated, equal-

massflow ducts which exchange no energy directly with other ducts.

Airflow within the enclosure is assumed to be laminar and incom-

pressible. Buoyancy-induced natural convection is neglected.

Calculations are presented in appendix II indicate that the magnitude

of such heat transfer effects is small compared to forced convective

effects and the vertical orientation of the collector tends to minimize

the effects of buoyancy on the enclosure velocity field.

Calculations of the enclosure streamfunction grid enables mean

airflow velocity components parallel to the plates to be obtained through

numerical differentiation of the streamfunction. Subsequent calcula-

tion of the Reynolds number

Re =
ux

and the Nusselt number, using the correlation for laminar fluid flow

over a flat plate,

Nii= 0.678 Re°*5 Pr°'""

allows calculation of the receiver surface convective energy transfer

coefficient:

= F1171 kfluid

x
char
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The characteristic length of the receiver surface elements is denoted

by xchar This convective coefficient relates convective energy trans-

fer, q, to receiver sheet and fluid temperatures, Ts and Tf respectively.

q = h (Ts - Tf)

Convective coefficients can be calculated as functions of

enclosure position but sufficient accuracy can be obtained through the

use of a uniform coefficient value for the entire receiver. Calculations

(see Appendix V ) showed that variations in streamtube flow velocities

led to significant variation of vertical airflow velocity components

but had little effect on horizontal airflow velocity components which

form the basis for convective coefficient calculation.

D. Coordinate Systems for the Thermal Model

After the radiant energy inputs to each layer of parallel strips

have been established and the airflow distribution within the enclosure

has been described, the local air and receiver sheet temperatures are

calculated. A receiver sheet is subdivided into elements, the

location and size of which are defined by the streamtubes within the

enclosure. Lines which describe the intersections of streamtube

boundaries and receiver sheet planes appear as points in the two-

dimensional model and form the element nodes. A receiver sheet having

six streamtube-defined elements is shown in Figure 25.

1 \2

Figure 25. Receiver w/Six Streamtube-Defined Elements
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Two coordinate systems are utilized in the thermal analysis of

the receiver. Governing differential equations for air and plate

temperatures within an element are written in terms of individual

(local) element coordinates. These equations are valid only within

the boundaries of an individual element. Simultaneous solution for

the thermal characteristics of all elements requires all elements to

be described in terms of a common (global) coordinate system.

The local coordinate system, denoted by x, describes positions

within an element of length XLk such that x = 0 at the left, or up-

stream end of the element and x = XL
k
at the right, or downstream end

of the element. The global coordinate, denoted by x', describes

positions within a receiver sheet such that x' = 0 at the left, or

inlet end of the sheet. The global position of the downstream node of

element k is designated Xk. Within element k, the local coordinate

system is related to the global coordinate system by the relation:

x
k

= x' - X
k-1

The coordinate systems are further described in Figure 26.

x = 0

x' = X
k-1

Figure 26. Element Coordinate Systems

x = XL
k

x' = X
k
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E. Air and Receiver Temperature Calculations

Each receiver sheet element is surrounded by an insulated, constant-

massflow duct. The air temperature within each duct has a specified

inlet value and varies as it passes through the duct. Duct spacing

is specified so that only a single sheet is enclosed by any duct at

any position along the receiver sheets. A receiver sheet element,

which is subject to uniform radiant energy input, convective cooling

by the air within the duct, and longitudinal conduction within the

sheet, is shown in Figure 27. Nomenclature for this portion of the

analysis is:

C - the mean constant-pressure specific heat capacity of air
within the enclosure

f - the void fraction of the expanded metal sheet
h - the mean convective energy transfer coefficient for the receiver
k - the thermal conductivity of the expanded metal

q(x) - longitudinal energy conduction flux
qc(x) - convective energy flux

qr - radiant solar energy flux

p - the mean density of air within the enclosure
SOL - the intensity of incident solar energy
ST - the thickness of an expanded metal sheet

,k
(x) -the mixed bulk temperature of air within the streamtube

adjacent to the kth sheet element
TP k(x) - the local sheet temperature within the kth element
AVF the volumetric flowrate within a streamtube

W - the width of the receiver sheets
x - the local element coordinate, position on the kth element

XL
k
- the length of the kth sheet element

Energy fluxes through air and metal differential elements are

shown on Figure 27.
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\\\ T
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L _ _

TP (x) q(x) + dq(x) ox
dx

xk=0

2

Figure 27. Receiver Sheet Thermal Model

An energy balance for the fluid element results in the follow-

ing equation:

qc(x) = pCpAVF Tm,k(x)+
dT
m,k

(x)
6,x - Tm,k(x)-

dT
m,k

(x)
Ax

dx 2 dx 2

h W 2Ax (1-f) (TPk(x)-Tm,k(x))

which simplifies to: dT
m,k

(x) 2Wh(1-f)

dx pCpAVF
(TP

k
(x) T

m,k
(x)) = 0

This is the governing differential equation for air temperature

variation within an insulated duct heated by a plate of varying longi-

tudinal temperature and subject to position-dependent heat flux. A
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similar energy balance for the metal sheet element leads to:

-q(x)
ci(x)4.dgx)

-
0

The energy components of this equation are defined by:

q(x) -k W ST (1-F)
dTPk(x)

dx

dq(x)
k W ST (1-f)

d2TPk(x)

dx dx2

qc(x) = h (W 2 Ax) (1-f) (TPk(x) - Tm,k(x))

qr = SOL W Ax

The energy balance equation simplifies to:

d2TPk(x) 2 h

dx2 k ST (TPk(x) - Tm,k(x) ) + SOL = 0

k ST (1-f)

This governing differential equation for sheet temperature variation

and that for air temperature variation must be solved simultaneously

to obtain local air and sheet temperatures in the duct and in the

receiver sheet element.

Rewriting the two equations in matric form,

D2 - K1 K
1

-K
2

D
2

+ K
2

K3

0

Groups of variables in the two governing differential equations were

replaced by the following constants:

2 h 2.W h (1-f) SOL

K11 k ST 2 pC
P

K
AVF 3 k ST (1-f)

Application of Cramer's rule allows solution for TPk(x) and Tm,k(x).

K K
2 3

+
r -Ax + r ,-Bx

TPk(x) C x , ,..2,ke .

K 1,k K1

K K i -Ax A Bx
T
m,k

(x) = J1,,
K

-
2 3 X v2,ke -3,k'
K
1
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The constants in the ex onential arguments are:

K
2

-
2

2 + 4K
1

K2-11- K 4K
1

A = B
2 2

Substituting these solutions into one of the governing differential

equations allows reduction of the total number of arbitrary constants

to three per element. To solve in terms of the coefficients of the

air temperature solution is most convenient. The solution for TPk(x)

becomes:

TPk(x)
K
2
K
3

+ J (1- (A/K ))e
-Ax

. (x) J
1,k K1

1
2,k 2K

,-Bx
J
3,k

(1 - (B/K
2
))`

Because boundary conditions involve energy flux within the sheet,

differentiating the sheet temperature equation provides another useful

equation:

dTPk(x)
K
2
K
3

K
J
2,k

A (1 - (A/K2))e-Ax - J3,k B (1 - (B/K2))e
-Bx

dx 1

Thus far, the elemental equations are based on local coordinates.

Simultaneous solution of many such elemental equations requires that

the equations be rewritten in terms of global coordinates; x' - Xk_i

is substituted for x.

'-
T
m,k

(x'-X
k-1

) = J
1,k K

1

- (x'-X
K-1

) J2,k e
-A(x x

k-1)
K
2
K
3

+ J
3,k

e
-B(x1- )Xk_i,

K K K
TP. (x'-X

K k-1'
1 J

1,k

K3

K

3

(x -Xk-1)

(1-(B/K2))e
-B(x1-X

k-1'
)

k-1'
1 J
+ 3,k

+ j2 ,k (1-
(A/K2))e

-A(xl-X

dTPk(x' - Xk_i) K2K3
-

'-J. 2,kA
(1-(A/K2

))e-A(x'-X )

k-1

dx K
1 -B(x1-X )

- J B (1-(B/K fle k-1
3,k 2
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To facilitate the simultaneous solution of the elemental equations

for air temperature, sheet temperature, and sheet temperature profile

slope, boundary values for air temperature, sheet temperature, and

sheet temperature profile slope must be assigned to nodes at xk = 0

and xk = Xk - X
k-1

= XL
k
for each element k.

Each general streamtube-sheet element requires solution for seven

unknown variables, shown on Figure 28.

T
m,k

(0)=TI

TP
k
(0) TP (XL

J
1,k 32,k

J
3,k

dTP
k
(0)

dx

dTP
k
(XL

k)

dx

Figure 28. General Element w/Unknowns

At the inlet end of the sheet, depicted in Figure 29, six unknown

variables are present. The end of the sheet is assumed to be insulated

so that
dTP

(0) = 0.

dx

T
m,1

(0) = TI TP
1
(XL

1
)

-!^

j
1,1

J
2,1

J
3,1

(0)TP, dTP
1
(XL

1
)

dTP,(0) =
dx

Figure 29. Inlet End Element w/Unknown



The outlet end of the sheet, shown in Figure 30, is also assumed

to be insulated, so
dTP

k
(XL

k
)

= O. As for the inlet end, six unknown
dx

variables remain.

T
m,n

(0) = TI TPn(XLn)

1,n '2,n 3,n

TP
n
(0)

dTPn(0)

dx

dTPn(XLn)

dx

Figure 30. Outlet End Element w/Unknowns
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The previously written solutions for Tm,k(xl-Xk..1), TPk(x1-I )

k-l''

and
dTP

k
(x'-X

k-1
) allow five equations to be written in terms of the

dx

unknown variables corresponding to each element. The temperature of

streamtube inlet airflow is specified for each element. The number

of unknown variables present exceeds the number of equations written

by one for each of the end elements, and by two for each of the middle

(general) elements. For a system of N elements, 2(N-1) additional

equations must be included before a unique solution to the equation

system can be found.

The N elements share N-1 common boundaries with adjacent elements.

At each of these N-1 common boundaries, temperature continuity,

TP
k-1

(XL
k-1

) = TP
k
(0)
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and heat flux continuity,

dTP
k-1

(XL
k-1

)
=

dTP
k
(0)

dx dx

must exist. Therefore, N-1 additional pairs of equations are defined

by these boundary conditions are the system of simultaneous equations

is complete.

F. Solution of the System of Equations

Some difficulty arises in the solution of this equation system

because the argument of one of the exponentials is a positive number.

The magnitude of this exponential term can become extremely large,

causing the system coefficient matrix to become ill-conditioned and

quite difficult to solve. For this reason, a Householder matrix trans-

formation is used for solution of the equation system. The uncondi-

tional stability of this transformation allows accurate solution for

the coefficients of this positive exponential term.

The Householder transformation modifies an ill-conditioned, and

effectively singular, equation system

{XI {Y1
into an orthogonal, and therefore non-singular, system:

[P][Z10 = H
P is an orthogonal matrix defined by:

{pi} = [I - 1/6 tuii fui)

u.
1

is a column vector consisting of the elements of the i
th

column

of p,..] below the main diagonal, a diagonal element equal to the signed

square root of the sum of all elements below the main diagonal, and

zeroes above the diagonal element.
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where

and

fu
k =

, o
0

0

ak+zk %
z0.1

z0.2

44.3

. z
n

.
z

a k

k k
V + z +z k+1 k+2

13 ak ( ak + zn )

. + z
n

When the transform process is complete, [P] [Z] is upper triangular

and the solution for f X is obtained through back substitution.



VI. MODELING IMPLICATIONS

A. Purpose
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Once established as an accurate representation of collector hard-

ware, the model was used to gain insight into the effects of design

parameter changes on collector performance. Utilization of the model

in this manner eliminated the need for a lengthy, complex, and expen-

sive testing program to study design parameter changes. The feasa-

bility of such a testing program is questionable at best. Variation

of a single parameter, while constant testing conditions are main-

tained and other design parameters are prevented from varying, is

difficult to achieve. Adequate control over testing parameters is

prevented by the inter-dependence of certain parameters and by the re-

lationship between collector performance and atmospheric conditions

which could undergo considerable variation during the course of a

testing program. Constraints on the availability of equipment and/or

collector components to provide design parameter variation could

greatly limit the scope of hardware testing.

Trial-and-error collector design could also be substantially re-

duced through use of the model. One of the features of the design is

its adaptability to a wide variety of building configurations and archi-

tectural styles. Constructing and testing full-scale models of all the

possible collector design variations is impractical. Simple "guesswork"

is a workable but imprecise approach to collector design. Identifica-

tion of optimal collector configurations could be performed most rapidly

through software evaluation of dozens, or even hundreds, of possible

designs.
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B. Incident Energy Distribution Model

The validity of modeling which describes the distribution of radiant

energy among expanded metal receiver sheets was difficult to evaluate

since no direct means for measurement of the energy input to each sheet

was available. Modeling accuracy was established through usage of

receiver sheet temperature calculations. Receiver sheet temperatures

were calculated using an estimated energy distribution. The accuracy

of the estimated energy distribution was determined by the degree of

similarity of the calculated temperatures to observed receiver tem-

perature data. Similarity of actual and calculated receiver tempera-

ture distributions implies that the estimated energy distribution is

accurate, though the energy distribution which leads to hardware-soft-

ware correlation may not be unique.

Collector appearance can lead to a qualitative comparison of the

energy distribution model and receiver hardware since receiver optical

density can be estimated from receiver appearance. Receiver optical

density describes the fraction of incident energy intercepted by the

receiver and, therefore, describes the ability of a given receiver

configuration to intercept incident solar radiation. Unity optical

density corresponds to a receiver which intercepts all incident energy.

When viewed through the collector glazing, such a receiver appears

totally black. Light patterns which indicate the passage of uninter-

cepted energy through the receiver may also be observed as the receiver

is viewed through the collector glazing. The fraction of incident

energy which passes through the receiver can be estimated from the rela-

tive proportion of light and dark areas.
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Calculations presented in Appendix flisuggest that only an insig-

nificant fraction of incident rays are not absorbed by the receiver.

The calculated optical densities of the receivers approached or equaled

unity for a wide range of incidence angles. Despite the model predic-

tion, however, the various receivers did not appear black when viewed

through the collector glazing. Passage of a significant portion of

incident sunlight through all receiver configurations was observed.

This conflict between the energy distribution model and hardware be-

havior indicates the presence of significant inaccuracy within the

energy distribution model. Representing an expanded metal sheet as

a layer of parallel metal strips (see Figure 21) simplified calcula-

tions but did not provide results of sufficient accuracy. The model

did not properly describe the hardware.

C. Enclosure Airflow Model

The streamfunction corresponding to two-dimensional flow through

a rectangular enclosure was used to generate the airflow velocity field

within the collector. Streamlines resulting from this analysis enabled

visualization of enclosure airflow distribution. The streamlines are

pictured in Figure 4. Many features of the streamfunction flowfield

analysis have been described in preceeding portions of the test.

No direct means for verification of the flowfield calculation was

available. Calculations which describe airflow within the enclosure

could only be evaluated indirectly. Calculated receiver sheet tempera-

tures, based upon calculated airflow distributions, were compared to

receiver temperature data collected during collector testing. Simi-

larity of calculations and test results was indicative of the accuracy
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of the flowfield calculation.

The presence of ideal potential flow within the enclosure would

cause most of the cooling airflow to pass through the receiver sheets

near the ends of the enclosure. Large areas of the receiver would be

cooled by the remaining small portion of the airflow within the enclo-

sure. The resulting receiver sheet temperature distribution is shown

in Figure 31.

For a specified collector energy flux, the maximum calculated

receiver temperature is much higher than that observed during testing

(see Figure 11). The shape of the temperature profile near the enclo-

sure inlet also differs from test data. The disparity between calcula-

tions and test data indicates the presence of non-ideal airflow within

the enclousre during collection operation.
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D. Correlation of Model and Hardware

Shortcomings of the receiver energy distribution and enclosure

airflow models required that correlation of the model with test re-

sults be obtained through an iterative procedure. Receiver sheet

temperatures were adjusted by varying the intensity of solar radia-

tion supplied to each sheet. The shapes of the sheet temperature

profiles were modified by altering the airflow distribution within

the enclosure. Calculated receiver sheet temperatures were adjusted

to match observed receiver sheet temperature data through modifica-

tions to parameters which described the distributions of incident

energy and cooling airflow within the receiver sheets. Such para-

meter adjustment led to the receiver temperatures shown in Figure 32.

This figure should be compared to Figure 11 to verify its similar-

ity to typical test results.

The undulations present in the calculated receiver temperature

profiles resulted from the finite-element methods utilized in receiver

sheet thermal modeling. The airflow continuum within the enclosure

was divided into discrete, equal-massflow streamtubes and the re-

ceiver sheets were divided into elements bounded by node points which

were defined by the intersections of streamtube boundaries and re-

ceiver sheet planes. The generation of receiver sheet elements was

described previously and illustrated in Figure 25.

Cooling air is assumed to flow in insulated, equal-massflow

ducts and is introduced to the receiver sheets at discrete locations.

Airflow within a streamtube encounters a receiver sheet element at

its left (inlet) end and is subject to energy transfer as it proceeds
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along the element toward its right (outlet) end. The resulting cal-

culated receiver sheet temperature decreases sharply at the inlet end

of each element and increases in downstream regions of each element.

Calculated temperature profiles may be more readily compared to

test data if the undulations which arise from modeling techniques are

neglected. Figure 33 shows a calculated temperature profile and a

sketched temperature profile which approximates the shape of the cal-

culated temperature profile but does not include the undulations which

result from the discrete modeling of continuous energy transfer media

(airflow and receiver sheets). If temperature profiles plotted in

Figure 32 are replaced by such sketched approximations, the modeling

results can be represented by the temperature profiles shown in

Figure 34. Figures 34 and 11 should be compared.

If modeling that is based upon an assumption of certain behavior

leads to correlation of calculations and test data, then this assumed

behavior is likely to occur in actual operation. This relationship

between model and hardware enables some insight to be gained into col-

lector operation during the process of correlating the receiver thermal

model to test data.

Results of the initial attempts to correlate thermal modeling

calculations and test data showed that the calculated temperatures for

the bottom receiver sheet (farthest from the glazing) exceeded operating

temperatures for this sheet. These calculated temperatures approached

operating temperatures as the solar energy input to this sheet was re-

duced to a negligible level. This suggests that the bottom sheet re-

little solar energy input during collector operation and that its pre-
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sence is unnecessary for efficient solar energy collection.

The streamtube locations corresponding to the calculated re-

ceiver temperatures in Figure 32 are shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Side View of "Correlated" Enclosure Streamtubes

This airflow distribution is probably a close approximation of that

which exists within the enclosure during collector operation since its

use led to correlation of the receiver sheet model and observed data.

Marked deviation from ideal potential flow is apparent, particu-

larly in the inlet region of the enclosure. The ideal potential flow

model predicts attachment of the inlet airflow to the enclosure walls

such that most of the enclosure airflow passes through the receiver

sheets at the ends of the enclosure and little airflow occurs through

the remainder of the receiver. 'However, hardware-software correlation

was obtained by assuming separation of inlet airflow from the walls

of the enclosure which led to a more uniform distribution of airflow

throughout the receiver.
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E. Parameter Sensitivity Study

Subsequent use of the collector model involved manipulation of

certain design and/or operating parameters to determine the effect of

such manipulation on receiver temperatures. Since the performance and

efficiency of the collector is directly related to receiver temperature,

the effect of a parameter adjustment on receiver temperature is indica-

tive of the significance of that parameter to effective collector design.

Only a single parameter was altered prior to recalculation of re-

ceiver temperatures; the effect of that particular parameter adjustment

was isolated from the effect of other parameter adjustments.

Results from the numerical model were compared to implications

of basic energy transfer theory in order to verify the accuracy of the

model and to examine the plausibility of certian collector performance

trends indicated by modeling.

F. Receiver Surface Convective Coefficient Variation

Convective energy transfer plays a major role in the utilization

of solar energy for space heating. All energy transfer from the radi-

ant energy receiver to the heated space occurs by convective means.

The value of receiver surface modifications which enhance convective

energy transfer should be investigated.

The expanded metal receiver sheets were modeled as layers of many

small flat plates subject to convective cooling by airflow through the

collector enclosure. A baseline convective energy transfer coefficent

was calculated for laminar airflow over these flat plates using the
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The detailed calculation is presented in Appendix I . Substitution of

typical airflow properties into this equation led to a relation between

the mean surface convective coefficient, h, and the length of a single

flat plate,
xchar

h
0.000332
x
char

The baseline convection energy transfer coefficient value, 0.00325,

corresponds to a flat plate of 0.125 inch length.

Knowledge of the energy flux obtained from the collector, and of

the temperatures of air within the enclosure and receiver sheets,

allowed verification of this baseline convective energy transfer coef-

ficient value. The total energy change of the air was calculated using

inlet and outlet air temperature measurements; this total energy change

was divided by collector area to give an average receiver energy flux,

q. A mean convective energy transfer coefficient was then estimated

using the relation

q h (Trec Tfluid)
or

h = q/(air temp. rise)

Data taken from Figure 11 exhibits a mean receiver-airflow temperature

difference of 33°F. A corresponding air temperature rise is 25°F. The

resulting h-value is of the same order of magnitude as the h-value ob-

tained from the laminar flow relation.

Receiver temperature calculations were performed using convective

coefficient values of 0.001625, 0.00325, 0.0065, 0._13, and 0.026

BTU/sec-ft
2
- °F. These coefficient values were integer multiples of the
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baseline value. The resulting temperature profiles for the top receiv-

er sheet are shown in Figure 36. Throughout the modeling discussion,

top sheet calculations are assumed to typify all receiver sheet calcu-

lations.

Increasing the receiver surface convective coefficient caused re-

ceiver temperatures to decrease but receiver temperatures approached

a minimum limit as convective coefficient value increases continued.

This indicates that significant collector performance gains probably

could not be realized through enhancement of the convective energy

characteristics of receiver surfaces.

Examination of a simple model of convective energy transfer can

provide an explanation for this behavior. A change in the internal

energy of air adjacent to the receiver is related to the energy con-

vected from a portion of the receiver by the equation:

pC
p
V(T

f
- F

f,o
) = h (T

r
- T

f,o
)

Tr is the local receiver temperature at point r, Tf,o is the tempera-

ture of the air approaching point r, and Tf is the temperature of the

fluid after passing point r. V is the volume flowrate of air passing

point r. If airflow properties and volume flowrate are constant, the

temperature rise of the air, Tf Tf,o is also constant

Rearranging the convection equation

T
r

=
Cpcl

(Tf - Tf,o) - Tf,o

or

T = Cf AT
Tr h air Tf,o

C
f

is the airflow coefficient,
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C
f

Finally,

= pC 1/

1
T
r
=AT

air
/
(h/C

f
)

- T
f,o

The sensitivity of local receiver temperature to changes in h/Cf is

obtained through differentiation of this expression with respect to

h/Cf.

dT ,

-a
1

air l(h/Cf)2
dkh/Cf)

For h/C
f
»1, dT

r
/d(h/C

f
) becomes quite small. Thus, for large values

of h, local receiver temperature is relatively insensitive to changes

in the value of h. The total decrease in receiver temperature which

can be obtained thru convective coefficient modification is bounded by

a minimum receiver temperature limit. Basic energy transfer theory

confirms the results of modeling.

G. Receiver Sheet Conductivity Variation

Modeling demonstrated that changes to receiver sheet thermal

conductivity had no appreciable effect on receiver sheet temperatures.

Receiver temperature calculations were made which included modifica-

tions to the thermal conductivity of receiver sheets. The top sheet

temperature profiles in Figure 37 correspond to the baseline thermal

conductivity value, 0.006 BUT/sec-ft-0F, and to a six-fold increase in

this value. The difference between the two receiver temperature cal-

culations is negligible.

The conductivity of ferrous sheet metal is sufficient for optimal
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collector performance. The utilization of more expensive materials,

such as aluminum or copper, for collector performance improvement is

unnecessary.

Receiver sheet thermal conductivity is an insignificant parameter

because conductive energy transfer within the receiver is a small com-

ponent of the total energy transfer effected by the receiver. 0.89

BTU/sec is a typical value for receiver incident energy. Since 43%

of this energy is distributed to the top receiver sheet, the energy

transfer effected by the top sheet is 0.38 BTU/sec. An average ther-

mal gradient, dT/dx, within this sheet is approximately 6 °F /ft.

Substitution of the dimensions and thermal conductivity, k, of this

receiver sheet into Fourier's low of heat conduction,

=
qcond

-kAxc dT/dx

shows that q
cond

3 x 10-4 BTU/sec, less than 1% of the total energy

transfer.

H. Enclosure Airflow Variation

Variation of the airflow supplied to the collector can have a pro-

nounced effect on receiver sheet temperatures. Each of the tempera-

ture profiles shown in Figure 38 was generated from top receiver sheet

temperature calculations. All calculations were based on the same

receiver design; only enclosure airflow was changed. The most sig-

nificant feature of these temperature profiles is the marked increase

in receiver temperature gradient, dT/dx, which accompanies flowrate

reduction.

In some regions of the receiver, airflow is roughly parallel to
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the receiver sheets and each portion of this receiver region is cooled

by airflow which was heated by an adjoining, upstream portion of the

receiver. Because longitudinal energy conduction within a receiver

sheet is negligible, thermal equilibrium can be maintained only so

long as energy convected from the receiver to cooling air is equal

to the energy incident upon the receiver.

qI = h (Tr - Tc)

This means that the temperature difference between the uniformly heated

receiver and cooling air must be constant at all points on the receiver.

If the temperature of cooling airflow, T
c

, rises as the air flows along

the receiver, the local temperature of downstream portions of the re-

ceiver, Tr, must also rise to maintain the receiver-airflow temperature

difference necessary for thermal equilibrium. Thus, receiver regions

cooled by airflow which is roughly parallel to the receiver sheets will

exhibit temperature gradients in the direction of airflow.

The magnitude of the receiver temperature gradient is determined by

the local temperature rise of cooling airflow, ATf. A large local

cooling airflow temperature rise leads to high downstream cooling air-

flow temperatures and, necessarily, to high downstream receiver tem-

peratures and large temperature gradients. An energy balance on the

cooling airflow relates air properties, air flowrate, cooling airflow

temperature rise, and incident energy.

AT
f

= q
I
/pC

p

The dependence of cooling airflow temperature rise on air flowrate is

apparent. The dependence of receiver temperature gradients on air

flowrate can be inferred from the previous discussion. Decreases in
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air flowrate lead to increases in local cooling airflow temperature

rise which causes increased downstream receiver temperatures and in-

creased receiver temperature gradients.

I. Solar Intensity Variation

The effect of solar intensity variation on receiver temperature

was also investigated. Top receiver sheet temperature profiles which

correspond to several solar irradiation values are shown in Figure 39.

Calculations were based on solar intensity values which varied in uni-

form increments between the minimum and maximum values. The uniform

separation of the temperature profiles indicates a linear relationship

between solar intensity and receiver temperature.

The relationship between incident energy and receiver temperature

can be clarified through examination of a small plate which is sub-

ject to a radiant energy flux, of intensity qI, and to convective cool-

ing by an airstream, of temperature Ta. At any location on the plate,

all incident energy must be transferred from the plate by convection

to maintain thermal equilibrium.

Rearranging the equation,

qI h (Tn Tc)

T = + Tc
P

h

For this simple case, plate surface temperature is directly proportional

to the intensity of the incident radiant energy, the relationship pre-

sent in the more complex numerical model.
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J. Summary

Comparison of model behavior to basic energy transfer theory has

confirmed that the model describes actual hardware with sufficient

accuracy to allow its utilization as a design tool. The usefulness

of the model is readily apparent; it has provided insight into the

function of the collector and has indicated means by which the design

of the present collector can be improved.
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VII. Conclusions

1) The need for double glazing has been eliminated by advan-

tageous routing of airflow within the enclosure and by the receiver

configuration which reduces the radiation exchange view factor be-

tween heated receiver and atmospheric sink to a value well below

unity.

2) High energy collection efficiency does not require the

addition of insulating material to exterior surfaces of the en-

closure. Energy conduction from the receiver through the enclosure

walls is a small component of the total collector energy flux be-

cause receiver temperatures are relatively low and the temperature

difference between the receiver and the atmospheric energy sink is

small, even during periods of low ambient temperature.

3) To achieve unity receiver optical density (a "black-appear-

ing" porous receiver) is unnecessary for efficient operation and

would probably require considerable expense and waste of material.

Two receiver sheets performed as well as did three sheets. Testing

and modeling confirmed the superfluous nature of the third sheet.

4) When streamtubes are nearly parallel, convective heat

transfer is limited by local massflow rather than by boundary layer

effects.

5) The streamtube model is an approximate description of air-

flow within the enclosure but breaks down when separation effects

preclude ideal potential flow.
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6) Non-ideal flow behavior enhances collector performance and

eliminates the need for external manipulation of airflow within the

enclosure, at least for the tested collector. Longer collectors may

require such airflow manipulation.

7) High porous receiver sheet thermal conductivity is unneces-

sary since longitudinal energy conduction is a relatively small effect.

8) The most significant factor in the high efficiency of the

experimental collector is the maintenance of convective airflow from

glazing to receiver and the resultant suppression of natural convective

airflow from receiver to glazing.

Further work:

1) Testing of porous receivers having various sheet spacing.

2) Testing of porous receivers w/o reflective backing.

3) Variation of airflow rate to experimental collector.

4) Development of an improved model to describe the distribution of

solar energy within the porous receiver.

5) Development bf an improved airflow model.

6) Modification of existing plate temperature model to include

n plates mounted end-to-end within an enclosure.

7) Measurement of fluid velocity and temperature fields within

the porous receiver (a thesis in itself).
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Appendix I - Forced Convective Coefficient Calculation

To enable calculation of an approximate value for the surface

convective coefficient of the expanded metal sheets, a sheet was

assumed to consist of many small plates. The calculation was then

performed using a flow correlation based upon laminar, incompressible

airflow over a flat plate of length xchar.

Nu = h xchar = 0.678 Re°'6 Pr°'333

kair

Given a collector cross-sectional area of:

A
xc

= 21 in x 5 in = 105 in2 = 0.73 ft2

and a volumetric flowrate of:

th/p = (0.0034 slug/sec)/0.00194 slug/ft3
= 1.82 ft

3
/sec

the mean flow velocity is:

I/Axc
(1.82 ft3/sec)/0.73 ft = 2.5 ft/sec

The flow Reynolds number is:

Re xchar/v = 2.5 ft/sec (0.0104 ft)/(2.5 x 10-4 ft2/sec)

= 105

The flow is, indeed, laminar and incompressible

Air properties used in the convective coefficient calculation are:

thermal conductivity, kair = 5.56 x 10-6 BTU/sec-ft-°F

Prandtl number, Pr = 0.68

kinematic viscosity, v = 2.5 x 10
-4

ft
2
/sec

The flow correlation is:

h xchar
0 678

xchar 0.333
.

k air
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= 0.678 k
air

(v/p) Pr°'333(1/ x
char

or = 0.00033/ xchar

For x
char

= 0.125 inch,

= 0.00325 = 3.25 x 10
-3

BTU/sec-ft
2
-
o
F is an

"order-of-magnitude" estimate of the convective coefficient for the

receiver surface.



Appendix II - Natural Convective Coefficient Calculation

An approximate free convective coefficient for energy transfer

between two vertical plates is to be calculated. This is done in

order to allow comparison of free convective effects to forced con-

vective effects.

The plates are separated by a distance d and the temperatures

of the two plates are TI and 12 respectively.

The first phase of this process involves calculation of the

Grashof number.

Gr- ag (ST) d
3

v2

The variables in this expression are:

a - the coefficient of thermal expansion for an ideal gas,
1/Tavg = 2/(T1 + T2)

d - plate separation distance, 0.25 ft.
v - kinematic viscosity, 2.5 x 10-4 ft2/sec

AT - temperature difference between plates, 50 R

(1/575) (32.174) (50) (0.25)3
Gr = 7 x 10

5

(2.5 x 10-4)2

A correlation taken from Welty5 is applicable since

2 x 10
5
< Gr < 11 x 10

6
.

Nu =
h d

kair
= 0.065 Gr°'333(H/d)-1/9

The proper value for H is between the characteristic length of

the receiver, 0.0104 ft, and the length of the enclosure, 7.75 ft.

This range of values leads to:

3.94 < Nu < 8.21

and

8.76 x 10
-5

< h < 1.83 x 10
-4

90
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The smallest values of Nu and h correspond to the largest value of

H and vice-versa. H is defined by the path of natural convective

circulation between receiver and glazing and tends to approach the

length of the enclosure. The calculated free convective energy

coefficient is obviously much smaller than the previously calculated

forced convective energy coefficient.

A somewhat different correlation, taken from Holman3
places more

emphasis on the (H/d) ratio,

Nu = 0.42 (Gr Pr)
0.25

P r
0.012

(h/d)
-0.3

and the range of values for Nu and h is larger than in the previous

calculation,

and

3.92 < Nu < 28.48

8.7 x 10
-5

< h < 6.32 x 10
-4

but the natural airflow convection causes the convective coefficient

value to approach the smallest value. The calculated free convective

coefficient approaches the previously calculated value for large

values of H/d.

These calculations suggest that the magnitude of the free convec-

tive coefficient is probably less than 5% of the magnitude of the

forced convective coefficient.
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Appendix III - Collector Efficiency Calculation

Sample collector efficiency calculations will be performed

using test data obtained on May 14, 1979 @ 1:30 PM PDT. The

collector faced south and was tilted 50° from vertical. The data

includes:

Pyroheliometer signal 6.9 my
Pressure Drop Across Flowmeters 1.1 inch of water
Ambient Air Temperature 79.6 °F

Air Temperature Rise Across Flat Plate Collector 13°F

Air Temperature Rise Across Experimental Collector 33.3°F

The calculations will lead to efficiency values for both collectors.

First, the intensity of solar radiation on the collector surfaces

must be calculated. A calibration factor of 8.12 x 10
-6

volts-M
2
/watt

relates the pyroheliometer voltage signal to the intensity of incident

solar radiation on a horizontal surface.

watt 1 M 12 in 3.413 BTU
Id = 6.9 x10

-3
volts

8.12x 10-6 volts-M2 39.37 in 1 ft watt-hr

= 269.44 BTU/hr-ft
2

The angle between the sun's rays and the normal to a horizontal

surface, 8H, and the angle between the sun's rays and the normal to

the collector, 9c, are calculated using relationships defined in a

text by Threlkeld6. These relationships are based upon the following

angles:

0 = the angle between the collector and the local normal to the
earth's surface, 500

1 - the angle of latitude at the collector location, 45°

h - the time-dependent angular orientation of the collector
meridian and the rays of the sun, 7°

d - the seasonal declination of the sun, 18.6°
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COS AH = COS 1 COS h COS d + SIN 1 SIN d

= COS(45) COS(7) COS(18.6) + SIN(45) SIN(18.6)

= 0.8907

H
= 27° from horizontal surface normal to sun's rays

COS Ac = COS 0 {COS d SIN 1 COS h - COS 1 SIN d}
+SIN 0 {COS 1 COS h COS d + SIN 1 SIN dl

= COS(50) {COS(18.6) SIN(45) COS(7) - COS(45)SIN(18.6)}
+ SIN(50){COS(45)COS(7)COS(18.6) + SIN(45) SIN(18.6}

= 0.9649

9c = 15.22° from collector normal to sun's rays

The intensity of normal solar radiation, In, is calculated from the

intensity of radiation of a horizontal surface, Id, using the equation:

In = Id /COS
H

= 269.44/0.8907 = 302.5 BTU/hr-ft2

The intensity of solar radiation on the collector is then obtained by

a similar calculation,

I
d,collector

= I
n

COS Ac = 302.5 x 0.9649 = 292 BTU/hr-ft
2

Next, the flowrate of air through the collector, and the change

in thermal energy of this airflow, must be calculated. The mass flow-

rate M, is related to flowmeter pressure drop, AP, by the equation:

M = Cd At V2pAP

Flowmeter dimensions are:

Dtube = 5.125 in

Dorifice 2.5625 in

At = 5.157 in2 = 0.0358 ft2

The discharge coefficient, Cd, is a function of orifice airflow velocity

and flowmeter dimensions. The value of Cd is obtained from the fluid

mechanics text written by Fox & McDonald4.
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$ Dorifice / Dtube 2.5625/5.125 = 0.5

$
2
= 0.25

and,

C
d
= 0.64

m = 0.64 x 0.0358 ft2 2 (0.00194 slug/ft3) 5.72 lbf/ft2

= 0.0034 slug/sec

This is the mass flowrate of air through the collectors.

The Reynolds number at the orifice must now be calculated to

verify the discharge coefficient value.

1/ = fil/p & Vo = 1//At

= MA) At

Re = V
oD orifice/\) th porifice//1 At

_0.0034 slug/sec 2.5625 in

0.0358 ft2 2.5 x 10-7 lb
f
-sec/ft2 12 in/ft

=8.11 x 104

This shows that an appropriate value has been chosen for the discharge

coefficient.

The change in thermal energy of this airflow, normalized to

collector area, is

Q/A = M C AT/A

0.0034 slug/sec 7.72 BTU/slug-0F 3600 sec/hr x 33.3oF

13.55 ft2

= 232.2 BTU/hr-ft2 for the experimental collector

Similar calculation gives

Q/A = 90.66 BTU/hr-ft2 for the standard flat plate collector

The efficiencies of the two collectors are obtained using

Q/A n collector
Id
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For the experimental collector,

ne = 232.2/292 = 0.795

For the standard collector,

ns = 90.66/292 = 0.31
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Appendix IV Energy Distribution Program
. Listing and Sample Output
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Appendix V Airflow Modeling Program
Listing and Sample Output
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Inc JJ,44E,A441144 v....atrta Is t.. .UNdtki.:tua ,-,..artkluil IS .01101 NU MORE THAN 100 ITERATIONS ARE ALLOWED _
tHf .41J 1,..:1. 14 .11,1uuouoL F:Ei 112 MUNI/UNFAL JlvlillftS ARE uS1J
AFIE4 17 411441;w1... 4... .4111011_ E.L:Lo, .0031

-1,,t. 4Kill-..U.--34d1,li..1.,"1", Ao.uwiLw eLATE wddwER -1 -49 -2
.14AAilUeL °J1.1.410.1A ltj mLAN 4,A-,L, MEAN NORMAL
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I., it.. du
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./1/LL.01
Idi6-U1%

)
.fillEyi .aafUE.U1 C

..1121L.01 212.1.04
6 ./44...e401 .56101001 20611401

42 .24,2C41 ...4.261011 111 1:002

-d /2do,c01 41,20E001 12151.02
.1/441001 ../....31..4L 121ha..41/4

10 .0130E401 12111402
(HE iI,E..nFUNC14.4e4 ..410 4Jf.I 31 #U4144.11.241W1j4C NO4411ONIAL MESelLINEi MIST COINCIDE WITH THE PLANES OF THE RECEIVER SHEETS THE MESH
soAc14, AhNJI EALLtJ Inc ,selA/4:4 arl111 ,P11.:114u
ENC.J..Jtt ;141.1....U144 HEI6dI "4644.666 it LE44...144 A. Ff
111. ,T4t: .tnFulta. 1 u14 ../i, M., id I :.. .1 i 1 6..... J141510,15
InE 4I1I,L,, 11,,C.hu uF 1,41 3 ..E;E111144 _A-EI; IS .0.1666666 FT

--111LEI-OPtft1N7-4.4.16,11-4to6006606--1--uJILF1 -UPEN1146 n11610....16666660-FT-- -.-----
1., CU61... FLI1 PL, 4E.;u1s., 4f 1,4:14PftE4114LE 41ft 0 Ji4lUEJ 4411146 10 EUU.L NASSF,Dd sTREAhrualS
[HE j4Ei,L,si100. p,,,ncIE4 ,i_1.5 UGnvt,uRNGE CRIIIKIun 11 ..1001. NJ MORE THAN 100 ITERATIONS ARE ALLONEO
InE ..,ia SPA-IG. ..,i .0,10060G0 -:FT 192 mokl2UNTAL allolStoNS ARE USE0
4E1E4 16 .1L441/J6; k6 44.A1u44. i.4..EELI .0041
lilt ....1: 014 trs,-,01 2... AdSdla, P..AII nd3dEn A IS 1
S1444411J0E OUNHilke.41 E40 Mbn 0444L,C, nEAH NJAHAL
HUilL4 uF LLEME,41 VELLn;ir, CUNOUNENT VELOCITY coteumEHT.4C.dt-t .11.1...E-ut -11 .4hi

2 46401E-01 .1646E01
.12.121::(0113 .10354.00 .Z/v7E.01.

% .1/41E.00 .33111401
.

.248/C.01

INC G4:0 KJII 40.4i4,fttel F.,/ 401441E04 PAIL hUAdEg 2 li b
.1549I1OIS .2.6:E.000 .17111001

li4E44100E duk,,IRLAI Cvd MEN PA.,,E, MEAN NUAK4L
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.1.101001 -
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Appendix VI Thermal Modeling Program
Listing and Sample Output



PROGRAM PLATE 11/23 UPI.*

36

FIN 4.644'16 40/02/41. 14.06.11 PAW( 1

P4OGRAM PLATE1INPUTOUTPUI1
OInENSION A1641.641.0466/.111114661.U4601.111241.11(241
NJ1h.60

S 14404 0
ArA0.040040A.IIN04,,ANO.00PA-
IC lEOFISLINPUTI .NE. 61 SIOP
00 10 K.140403
114141.1AR

10 CONTINUE
PkINT00 COLLECTOR 4410114 s.R.s Ff AIR FLONRATE s.FR.s CUBIC FT PE

114Agil..A AiN INLET TEMP F,IIN,A DEG F NUMMER CF SIRCAnTudES 0040A
PRINTotA AIR PKOPEATIES--)ENIIIT votN0,$-SiU6-PtR-CUbIO-FT--5PECIF
11C NEAT CAPACITY s,ceof PER SLUG OEG Ft

12 READ 10.GCITG,SisSOL.F
13 FORNATISIF16.4/1

IF ICC .10. 0.1 GO TO 120

pPINT.11 mUOELLING PAFAMFftRI PLATE NUdelER $,1NUM
AVEKA4E CONiECTI41 DEFT s.GC0, 011u PEN !.EC FT SO OEG Fs
PLATt STOCK-TnICKNESS p,11,1, FT P010-FRA011014

lkNAL comp 'loco, RN PER SEG FT OEG Fs
PRINT* .F ThGlUENT SOLAR ElEki, AllSOLIA BTU PER SEC FT SOP

IS 00 20 141,N
811(1.11.
U1K1.0.
BETA4K1.6.
00 20 11.44
A4K 11.0.

211 CONTINUE
F.1.-F
DEL t4FFk/NCHI
READ*. at 410 .K.1 'NM
IN.cNGA

is 111.2.CG/ 4 TGST1
02.2.wC.CFiti10CPOCLe1
03.-SO4.14TCIPO
C.402- Su14110?;1/4.00
6.402 S,IiiT101240111/2.

i INPUT INC ;WADI A ANO 0ECI0T
1.1
K.II-11/51
All,T11.toAil .1 .1.41.1. I
Bill .TI3II(/

.

I.(' I
SS 4.1111/51

641.1-11 1.

A11,I11E/0t-1.

SS 0111.-03/01
11.1
K.41-11/5.1
/41.11.E41.4/021
A41,1.14.u.11.4/021

66 6111.-02.03/01
11.1
A.41-11/i
A11,1-21-1.
A4T.I-11IT/02-I.I CAP4-CKIKII
:11:1:7:4:/11)2-1.1 CAPI-GoAlkl)65

d411.-01/01-020131K1/01
1.11
K.ti-lifs.1

re A4,,11--211..6..11.--Gi/021. EXPI-E41K11

Al 1,1.111.
8111-02.01/01

SO I 4.1
A4I.14,111.

CDT0 .111-14/.1
cn



i41114KAN PLATE 1.1/14 6 06 1,6 66 61 SY le, 1, ,
A11.1.111.

SS
(111.1t:T11K1

K.11-ib/5.1
AtT.I.21.14
A11.11.-I.
Al1.I1Ei42 -1.

SS AI.1.21.6/02-1.
diIl.-01/01

10 11(t.TIV11...2/021
Ali.1.11a0.11.-6/021
11111-02.04/01
.11

A'11-11/5.1
96 A11.1.21.-1.

1111.1-114E/62-1.1 EA1'1.4.44141-K1R-1111
A11.11IG/02-1.1 EAPI-C.tA4A1-41A-1/11
011.1.1141.
0414.-01/01-42.01141xs114-t11/01

144 1.1.1
K.11-11/5.1
4141.1-21011.-E/021 101-E141R1-414-1111
A(1,1-11.G41..4/021, 14P141A1411.41K-1111
IF TI 101 GO 10 61

105 A11.1.111.
04-4111.-0203/01

f 161 .LI. NOX$ GU TO 50
ALL hECOmP(I.U.6C[4.h.4.4OI41
ALL p6oLvElAri.urA,00.0.Nalm)

114 PRInf01 1E1PckATURE PAOF1LE 011(4 FdR A.kjA.) PLATE ELEMENTS'
PRINI.s TEM. AT TEMP PRafiLE CONSTANTS TEMP A

1 Hi PHLIFILZ SLOPE ATIA
P4Th701 INLET ENO Ji ELEMENT
N0.12 Rt-ELEAENT-NOOlio

Its PLAINT 711.1atiA.IL.66
2.1H-4

PRIni 4).1141).11.m
IA zim-3
pdINT 40.4a1Ii,11A.141

124 70 F0i,4A1161/10.4.1111
pa F01.4A1111A.Eid.4.14.E10.4.JA.E10.4.1A,E10.4.11.E10.41
9$-I0PnATI11A0s1/10.4 /411

PPINT.S AIR IiNPEIArORES PLAIL hUM4CR 1.14011
P;144181, SiAtArrihd 'JULE! (OW Et-EISEN( ENO'

125 K1
1.1.2
T1tx8.411Jb-02DOX1,41/131.111JeLiti01-e,A1K1/*4111J.21.EXP1-4011111

.40 100 42.N0A
1J.2.1K-11t5-

It 1.21*EgPI..6.1X1R1-.A1A-11II
P INT 1141.K.11(K1,11101

100 COhilNuE
1.11 K0

KP.O.
105 1 2.4.1

AOX
11 1110 .GE. .51 CALL 40k0
*PA1K1140

CIO

.F

IR
12
.,T. 4011 GO Ta 105

10
110 100mAI1S4,120A.E10.4,5110.10.41
120 10u1411111/N6A

144 60 125 (2 NOM
YUuli6d,*1116140140,1

125 COnilhuE
THE 4111E0 IWO( TEnP OF AIR ORAN'. F0Ces THE COLLECTOR TS A,

ligq0150
ENO



Simeoutla NECOMP 23/24 OFT/

1 SUBPOUTINE siComPIA.u.dEII.N.n.KCIms

E... SOLvING THE LEAST SQUARE NEIMAN 0! N.R. NEINO0
C INPUT...
C A.TNE ',ATRIA Of RN URGER 0'APAPQ
C U./EFO VECTOR INNITIALLT

EA
MOIA. OF A

C NOIRC
C OUTPUT...,
C 4.0AvTRIANCUEARI/E0 MATRIX OF
C--U.TNE VECTOR OF-HIAGNOIL-EamEhf OF-ELEMENT-u-IN-ft.R.
E BEIA=ImE SETA

DIMENSION 411111111.NOITTE U .fiETA (NO INI
V.I

if IAlK.KI.Li.0 .l SIGNI.
24 11=0.

V02.V*2

IS

00 1 IK,KP2

R.laskSO MoEil,A?

2S PSIGNR
UO04.111(00.5
BETA441vAUIXT

IFIV.EU.11 GO TO-1t
JO 44 ABSIIIETAIA/1

IE14%.1.T. I.E-01 GO TO 3
KPI11
00 4 JKPI.N
AlU1KIAIK,J1

34 00 5 EKPI,R
S GOzkRAIE,A1PAILIIJI
104.RAfftEIAII-
AIA,j)..4.J1ARPU141
QO 6 IKPI01

44 6 ATT,J1.4 0E1
4 COhIINUE

A.A.I
GO TO 7

0,
/I RETURN

tMU

IJ.06.Iy PALE



4u0k0u114E ASOLvE 73,73 01'11

1 SuOROUTINE nSOLVE(A.U.OETI,B 901.401n1

T

10

1$

20

ZS

30

3S

C

C

INPu1....
ATRIANGuL4R1ZEO mAtR1A A FROM 41031.1.
uu vftrOR fROn nfGonr-
OEIA.RECIJII UEFA FROA MECONP
3 W1G1OP OF AA0
M
NO IN
OuTPul....
O.TNE SOLUTION OF AA('

FIN 4.6.498 00/02123. 13.06.19 PAGE

01/404510n AINO1N.NOIMI.U(NOINI.d11A(01$1.611N01,11
00 1 K.101
i0110i1
PR.u4RId4,0)
00 2 JKP1..4

2 h0.1414A120(1..d1J)
PR.RRidEfA4R1
iffih00-dnU1Kt
00 3 1,01,4

3 di11.0(11.',OVA(1100
I CONTINuE
=4.41tN)/AIN.N)

00 N 111NN
JN-1
x=0.
00 5 K` ,N

S XX.XX.A1J.K18410
4 11)101.11-0AlfAIJ.J1

AtEluRN
END



1 swim-Mr' NE AFNU 111.10. 6.11.;.u1.02.11.1. AD. AP.
Olo.NSIOR x1201 91601

p6AIE 11/01461Uiti PAIFILt 5114kAMIudE ELEnEk1 6.4
P,1mt.0 OIStAm E FROM P6611 A16.
PRIkt.s---INLET-ENO TEIPEAkTukt -1E111.0E610kt'

18

0.110715.
IkC.2.111-115
0J 2 1.1.15

ITW-101t.C1-07611-a2603.02/0t.4ilkG.61.16.-E702/.EAP1-E011.611kG.2161
11.-6/021EAP4-6.11
1:4,1113,:i.1-024,J101/0LibiLtd:.111601-0,21.diIk021.6XPl-G21

P.11k 301P0.1P.TA
II 2 CONTINUE

RETuam
3 FOAnA1.616.E16.4.7X.110.4.610.E16.90

ENO
L.LLELTOw wIalk 2. FT AIR FLOBRAIE 1.5 CualC FE .ER iEG
A:k 16.11 TEMP 60. 0E4 F humBER Of SIAEAniudES 16

-A:R PROPERTIES Ofkillt -.06194 Slut. PER'GU610-ff--uPielf16-m661-GAPRGIER-7,22-81AT-PE4-61.114.-8Ek
li(letilk. FARABETEkS PLATE kuB6Ch 1
APERAGE C0601C11dE COW .003?5 diu Pil 114 FT 59 UE6 F
.,ATE ST3Cx 1N1CKkESS .00911 FE dClla R C 10k .02 IMERMAL CONO .086 OTU PEk SEG FT DEG F
.ICICEN1 S01.11, ThERG1 .621 BTU PER SEC FT S3
.10141A1411i PRoilLE oAfA FOR 10 PEATE iEEMEAIS
fEBP At TEMP PROFILE GORSTAkTS TIBP Al Rt Pk4FILE LLopi AT
ILAT ENO AI 32 J1 ELZ0Ekt ,JOE RI ELEBEnT NODE

-r6-1421.112-----.603,60.02 ----...11572.00-----.2761106 46651.602--.2597EOi

.6027(.02 -.7103E-6 -.2501(.04
.60341.02 -.26311.04 .11S7SE.U2 .6,174EU1

.64961.62 -.4546E-0 -.96211.06 :Zil!i:Si ::ii/:ti

.61711.02 -.2596E-62 - .17201.01 .94.51.0c -.46611.02

.61411.62 -- .6144E -04 -.14161.01 .1.10i02 - .43351.02

.02101642 -.93211-16 -.21551.01 .17621.01 -.15621.01

.67901.02 -.3329E-02 -.70411.61 .4114C_C2 -.06151.02

.62212.62----.11461.66----.20740,11 .9261E.c2----.31250E.62

.6107E2 .6562E-62 -.1661E..1 .6174/.02
A;k TIBP6BAIukE5 PLATE 101211Ek I

SEREpTUEIE OuTLLT TEMP ELEnEkT EN3
.6160E602 .10001.00

- 1 - .1863E402 .60001.00
.95151.02 .1650E01

5 .916.1002 .21001.31
6 .46sce.67-------Ots0E.6i
7 .1454E.03 .7170Ed1
6
9 .29201. 1

10
.6 6 .

.6216E402 .0030E.11
P.Auf lEmPtRAJOki PROFILE STRIAATuili ci_En(mt 3
)(SlAhCE fg414 POTI Ala

thlti *AIL TEmOthAruREfERPERAII0A1
-.13S2C01)

lt,E71600

.iSlii:SS
atI6YEACO
A3OLOE*00
.33340.60
.3o.11.0c

69621.62
0440EE12

Itilf:113
W164EA02
41341.42
91041.62
92101.02

60711.02
61341.02

AiL0E.0
61111.0
di'ASE*02
d..54EO?
65141.02

063.111.00
.5603 6

.51111,00

.S6c/E.00

e.A EhFIMAIURE PRCJILE
--(31ANCt PAOR----

1.111 TERPFRAToMf

.311'4[:01.YIC)Pat
.71001.00 .9214002
.02E11.10 .52,J61.02
.6611[.to .4l4Af.C2
..4L0l1.0G .54a5t.L?

91721,051
53071.02
93131.02
93.4102
9317..02

VIg.CIA
STREAnlueriPLAT[

65/11.02
66141.62
Gov.:F62
5/17E.02
67651.02
00261 02
hab31.2.!

EEENENT 4
Aik

finM,ftAYoRE
4tY,FfOL

.62.51.02

:46fthe.:gi
.4,2i,E.07

.:2)1t::662.!.95.7f.00 .95641 62
.1.0,1.01 ...0 011 .02 . c ,..2f .02

.17711.02 ..1101441i 11 .. 00 22:111WEI .96551.02
.12231.01 9921E652 .9204162



.1260(60L-

.113700

.1193E60

.1450001
A.ATE TEAFERAToNE
1I5TANCE FROM
INLti !NO

.4455E6E2 .9136E602

.4945E672 .4416C02

.4645E662 .9452E602

.9594E607 .9510E602
PROFILE STREAATUdc ELEMENT 6

',LATE 019
TENPERAToRE VENPFNAfoRE

.1493E001

.1531E601
.9349E602
.9316E612

6151E602
8271.602

.1580E101 .9300E602 6324c.5z

.1623E01 .9322E602 0424...02

.1667E601 .4366E602 5563E602
.1716E601
.17531.11

.9422E602

.9484E612
6.4dr.0?
67301.0?

.1797E601 .9545E602 60)1...0z
---11640?.01

.0663E601
.96031677
.9E51E602

66447607
6464E642

.1922E.C1
.1970E601

.9668E1E2

.9701E602
90t/E02
4114E602

.2011E601 .9616E602 9164E602

.2047E601 .9603E602 4214E602

.2150E601 .4445E602 9245E02
P TEKPERATuRE PROFILE STREANTWE ELENENT 6
/.ATESTANCE FRO
INLET ENu

PE0Te 616
TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE

.231001

. 23001.41

.2450001

.2f2001
25,000t
.266071

. 287001

.2940001
.30101.01
.30601.01

----.31507641
PATE TENPERATURE
[STANCE FFOR
104111. END
.3410E001
.360601
.39'401
.4222001
0.4400.07
0.75001
.50261.01
.5294E601
.5562E601
.5630E661
.6096E601
.6366E601

458 :

9328E672
94.14i:602 -

4554E02
4629EE2
9606E607
9912E612

18 (71.13
1026E603
1033E601
1032E73

6523E602
6660E602
8294E02
64:6E62
4057E+42
4161E+02
9316E602
9443E602
9567E602
9504E602
153E602

1019E603 565E602
9604E.0t-------64640E.42

PROFILE STREADTIJOE LLEAENT 7
AIRPLATF

71.1e1061u0C TEMPERATURE
8704E6029499E102

9910E602 - . 9217E602
1047E613 4116E602
1097EC3 1022E603
11.71.03 10121661
1197EE1 1122E603

1122E6031241E6(3
12221.0312971.13

1346E05 1712E03
1144E7J 1323E603
1446E601 13/3E03

.6634E601 1546E603
1498E603

14/2E163
1421E603

.6962E601 1569E603 151/003

.1170001 21262003 494E603
0.14E TERPERATURE PRCFILE STREARTEW (ales?. 8
)(SEANCE F16m PLATE 614
INLET ENO TEMPERATURE TEIPLAATURE

JAZE:81
.11,11.03 8415E662

6640E602
.304701

.1074E643
6455E602

.7349E01
11039E+13

96321.02
.7393001

.1021E103
yEs.!1.0?

.74301.01
.10151.03
.10141.03 925.E.0

463E601 .10160603.7 4350E602
.7527E601 .1020E603 9417E602
42572E01 451.020.60261 .1024003 ,4

.1022E603 9'96E02
.7661(681 16281603 9662E602
4706001 .1025E603 9730E02

74s001 .10011,03 4615E60
.7640(01

97621.0
.17
..1(.0i .1017E603

.9/141602 9621E68
)0E111604 PARAnETEAS P1.011 NUM0111 2
ti1R0CE LON0ECI1VE cow' .00020 STE PER SEC FT SO DE: F
0, Art sIGEK thIEKGESS .00503 FT 401.; FRACT113N .S THER40G GONE .006 dIU PER SEC FT DEG F
11CI0ENT 50LAP EFIAGT .004 STU ER SEC FT 501
11;:mPE6ATu1E PP0F1LE ulifOi FOR 10 PLATE ELEMENTS



*".A0C.,1, ......0,1-../2 ...(0,1C..41.
.10110.03 .11660-02 -.4212E001
.1440003 -.4652E-01 .1428001
.1040E003 -.69520.00 -.506600001
.8600002 .1806000---...354001
.636202 .59290.00 -.2213011

4IR 1001.0161uk15 PLATE Num301. 2
AREAm1700 Dula, TOW ELEMENT EN.)

2 .6456002 .4000000
3 .1096003 .2300001
4 .1166E001 .3800E001
S .1390003 .6600001
8 .11690.03 .2450001
7 .1465003 .2640001
0 .1(190.03 .7920001
9 .6500002 .79600.01

10 .0421002 .60000.01
0.610 TEMPERATURE PROFILE SIREAMIL100 ELEMENT 3
ASEANCE FROM PLATE AIR
INLET ENO TEMPERATURE TEmP...ATURE

----.9933000 4366002 .9020002
.10670.01. 47260.02 .91710.02
.1160001 9676E002 .9121002
.1213021 1003003 .9471002
. 1362001 10171.03 .96.'1E002
.1460011 1032003 .97700002
.15531.01 1047003 .9920E002
. 16410 1 1062003 .to011.03
. 1240021 1077001 .10120.61
. 1633001 10920.03 .101/003
. 19220.01 1106003 .1052001
. 2020001 1120003 .1666E003
.21130.01 1129003 .1046003
.2207001 1121003 .1092001
.21000.01 1081003 .1094E003

F.1100 TEMPERATURE PROFILE VR04001.0.10 ELEMENT 4
---ISTANCE FAOM Pilaf Al D

idWAL.U7
1.11,4,.01 21311.03
1274001 -..11:51001
1075001 -.1002001
101900.1 -.0192900e
10020.03

IERPERATuR0 IEN.ikATuRE
. 2400001
.25200.01 18iWRI Tnili
.2600021 1071003 1415E003
.2700001 1066013 1011001
. 26000.11 11021.03 1047001
.2900E001 1118001 1063001

----.3020001 11340.03 1979003
.1300001 1150003 109)003
.3200011 11(61.03 Iltloos
.3300001 1162(.03 112/1.03
.34000.11 t197tc3 1141001
.3500001 1211001 1150001
.36000.01 1216001 11/3061
.3700011 12050.01 11611.03
.3600f01------ 13 21003 1160003

LATE TENPERATURE PROF11.1 STREAMT aE cLisba s
.IsTANCE FROM PLAT( AIG

1h4fT 1.41. 111WERAfuRE F NPURATuRE
.4000001 1045003 93231002
.4200E001 1071003 1416001
.44001.01 11031.03 104.0.03
.4600E001 1135E1 1030001

----.46000.01 11072.03 11120.61
.5000001 11941.23 1144003
.5200001 12311.01 11/61.03
.54101.C1 12611.03 1208001
.5400001 12950.03 12-4003
.56001.01 13270.03 1222001
.6000001 1359003 1 11.,.1.01
.62001.01 1191001 1011,1.01-.640001/1 14220.91 116n1.01
.66001.61 143/0.03 114/103

'LliNURATURE 1410111,1 STREANTUal ELENENT 6
.121606F 1193E+03

JISTANCE fouls 111121 Alg
IN111 ihu TEMPERATURE TEMe1441114E

.1..11.01 1144 .03 :120:81

.4041061 1107 .03

.6410101-- 11.111.'03 10....103-

.64/1101 11101.13 .1050E.01

Jaa:81 11211.03
11311.03

.126i1.01
.10121+03

.1103E.61 1140003 .11.01.0.1



1 901.0
.7[33E.O.
.7217001
. J201601
. 3 .01
. 4 .01

.117EC3

.1184E603

.1161E613

.120.6.03

.1230E601

.1 o
.74,0001-- .1386003

400ELLING PARAnETERS PLATE NUMBER 3
.41RAGE C06IECTIvE COEFF .01325 OT6 PE,I SEC FT SII DEG F
1LAfE STJCA ThICANESS .00333 FT wO1u FRACTION .35 THERMAL CONO .006 diu PEA SEC FT OEG F
:MClufhl SOLAti EfEkCV .004 41U PER SEC FT S4
tfnpEklituFE PROFILE DATA FOk 10 PLATE ELEMENTS
TOO AT TEMP PROFILE CuRSI6RIS ffiP AI RE PROFILE SLOPE AT
imLET ENO 31 12 11 ELEMENT hOOE MT ELEnt.N1 NUOE

1015160.1
1103E603
11122.0.1

ttellf:21

11Z;E:il

-771116001-----6706002----.79306-07----.4117011
096i0C2
100(003 .2658E-10

.1684E-04

.2340E-13
./0411.61

,0860,02---.P1531.01
1018E41

.6,1106.02

.14596.03

1116E603 ME:21 .1214E601

11961.03 .15,061-02 -...!Tetif::t
1311E603 -.7917E-15

1.'..L'03 -.1215E600 .2380E01

0710E602
1064E603 -.5516E600 -.3412E601

.2414E.00----.244/1,601-----
16601E02 .1504E600 -.1611E601

tillEINVCWIUtitiLECLWIP"MONINT ENO
9316E6E2 .1600EA31
1136E603 .3050E601
1254E03 .50001.01
14;6003 .7210E601
123tE603 .1650E+01
1405E(3 .76706.61
114C . 4 '60
69,1 6 . 8 .0

10 8510E[2 .60001.01
10TE lEAPC114TURE PROFILE SIREARIoaE FLEmENT 1
cist6hEE EceN PLATE:
Pali EhO TEmPERATuRE

AIR
TENP1NATuRE

48000E-4 .08E11.02 8/261.02
.12001.00 .68451.62

1;;Vili
:g88f:St .46661.02 87%1E602

.8665EE2

e
7

13221.63 -.22831603
1342E.0.1 .1491660.1
121.6603 -.34/9E.03
10211.31 -.2105f601
169/f.C2
962116.02

0.91E+D

.30001.00

.36GfE6c4

.42001.00

.41100E.co

.54006.0*

.6100006

.6600(.00

.72132.00

.7600000

.6400001

°ft', .14AlusE

.69071.02 doi2E602

.0428E02 6434160
8,165E60.04501602

.64/116f2 48/6E60

.6392112 44943.02

.9014012 8,141602

.90350,02 6941E602

.90556.62 84611.02

.90731.67 115.21602

.4f061602 9042E60/

..1066002 i014007
pRoFiLE sTREAnIo6E ELEMENT 2

---n65/6hof Poem-
INLET END TENPERATURE
946/004
993)000
10.0E01
1067041
1113E661
11001.01

PLATE

968512
90951612
910916C2
61241.12
9141E12
91561.02
41/51612

Al4
TEMPOIATURE
.65/61:40?
.81'15E602
.9412E602
.9026E602
.9345C.07

12772601
12731.01

94/.0602
91941.62

1320E601 9216E62 91141.12
1361EE1 92431612 111:E.02
14111.01 6262E612 41631602
14601'01 9346E6C2 41/.1.02
15071.01 9465f2 /:1i42
195)001 ,o1001.E2 4212,02
16001.01 11186603 41761.02

.A11 TEnPfkATURE PROFPIL1 SIREANTUdf
WANE( rON LATE AlLLE4ENT
INLIT lEmPFPAruPE TEMP11.44 fURE
.16411.01 led11.1.1 .14861.31
.17911.01 10951.(! .14171.33
.16v3006 104416171 .1.40E641
.148/1.01 11016..1 .101.1631

-----.201111601 11071603 -.16.6/6603
.2180E601 11101.1.1 1141f.03
.2271001 1111if1 .I )1,1.01



.26630(

.27E601

.2657E+0.

.2453001

1124013
1127E+03
1131003
1135003
1143E+03

110.1.33
1116003
1121003
1125E+03
112903

0 1 1165003 1136003
EITE TEMPERATURE PROFILE STREAmTudE ELEMENT 4

-1I STANCE FFOK PLATO A14
INLET ENO lEmPEPATuRE
.3164E+01 1106013 1101E*
.3310001 1194003
.3440001 1199E403 linE:03
.3570001 1204003 11'14E4,03
.3700E+01 tv)(304,03 11f9003
.3830E+01 1213003 12C3003

.4090001
1217003
12220.03

1206E063
1213[0.03}

.4220001 1227003

.4350001 1231003 1.1',2E+03

.4460001 1236E+03 12270.03

.4610E+01 1241E+03 1231E003

.4740001 1246E+03 1236E+03

.4670E+01 12590.03 1242003
----.5000001-- 1327E03----- 1259E+03
,ATE TEMPERATURE PROFILE STREW BE LLEMENT S

][STANCE FFON PLATE AIR
INLET ENO TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE
.5147E+01 .1366E+03 .1342E+03
.52930.01 13c6003 .1347003
.5440E.01 .14020+03 .1.3',20.03
. 5567001 .1407E003 .1397E+03

--.573300T----.1412003 .1462E+03
.1448003
.1413E.03
.1418E+03
.1423003
.1429E+03
.1434E+03
.1439E+33

--.8907001------41493003 .1444003
.70530+01 .1446003 .144,E.43
. 7200001. .i)2?to3 :1436E.9/

Cs( 'Imo suiac TEMP OF AIR oRAmN NOM TmE COLLECI14 IS 110.6251446662

.5660E+01 .1417E+03
:.60270.01 .14220.03
.6173001 .1426003
.63200.01 .1433003
.6467E+01 .1436E+03
.66130.01 .1443E+03
.6760001 .1446003


